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Paragliding

Tour d’Europe

The Jungfrau and the Eiger
on the flight from the Schilthorn
Photo: Ray Hurley

In September this year, my wife and I were blessed with the
opportunity to join a happy band of paraglider pilots, led by
two instructors whose skills and attributes complemented
each other perfectly, to fly in the Swiss and French Alps.
by Jim Wills

E

ver since I took up paragliding two years ago,
I have wanted to fly in the Alps. Previous
articles in SkySailor with their accompanying
pictures stoked the fires of desire. So when the
opportunity came to join Phil Hystek and Craig Papworth
of Curious Goat Paragliding Tours to fly the sites around
Interlaken in Switzerland, Annecy and St André in France,
and Monaco, I jumped at it.
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My wife accompanied me, fully expecting just to
keep the retrieve driver company, whilst I flew.
What an experience never to be forgotten! We met
up with Phil and Craig and the other members of the
tour, all of whom had similar paragliding experience to
me, in Interlaken, and embarked on what may just be
the best holiday we have ever had, combining as it did
the camaraderie of our group, beautiful European alpine

Craig and Sue above Stechelberg
Photo: Sue Wills

scenery and the chance to fly over it, constant and
very welcome instruction on all aspects of paragliding
and great food cooked in turn by members of the
group. We enjoyed many solo flights from locations we
would never have dreamed of flying from without Phil
and Craig’s assistance and tuition, as well as tandem
flights with both our instructors to demonstrate new
skills and tweak old ones. My wife participated in the
instructional (and fun!) tandem flights and gained a new
understanding as well as a new and rather unexpected
enthusiasm for free flight.
On our first day, we went straight from Interlaken
Ost train station to Beatenberg, a mountain site
overlooking Interlaken and Lake Thun,
just west of Interlaken town. Two
flights from here followed, one landing
at the paragliding club site at the base
of the mountain range and the other in
the main town park right in the centre
of Interlaken. I noticed that nearly
every second field in the places we flew
seemed to have a windsock, so judging
the wind direction on landing from above
was not difficult.

Glacier at Chamonix
Photo: Jim Wills
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I had my first ever flight in a ‘gaggle’ of other
paragliders while thermalling over Beatenberg – not as
scary as I thought it might be.
We then progressed to the Lauterbrunnen valley and
had a flight from Mürren, at the top of the cliffs 1100m
above our landing zone, just next to the cable car station
at Stechelberg in the valley below and a short walk from
our accommodation. The sheer cliffs of the valley were
very picturesque. We were restricted to the southern
side of the valley at the time we flew, so we didn’t
collect any of the constant stream of BASE jumpers and
wing suit flyers who were jumping from the cliffs on the
northern side.
The next day, after a drive, funicular railway trip and
a cable car ride, we took off from First in the Grindelwald
and flew down the valley to Grund. This flight, like
so many in the Alps, required a forward inflation, not
something I do much when I fly the coastal cliffs near
where I live. We were instructed well on the fine details
of forward inflations in various wind conditions and
steepness of launch slope and we all had safe and
incident free flights.
The highlight of our flights in the Swiss Alps was
the launch from the Schilthorn Peak at 2900m. It was
an early morning launch, before the clouds developed
to obscure the valley below, and after walking out
along the ridge so we could launch from the steep rock
scree slope just past the safety barrier of the Piz Gloria
cable car station – which featured in the James Bond
movie ‘On Her Majesty’s Secret Service’. I approached
this launch with some trepidation, as did my wife, who
had the tandem flight of her life from here, but as it
turned out, there was no need to worry and we all had
a smooth flight out along the valleys, past the snowcovered mountain peaks and over and between the

Craig, Phil and Sue, tandem launch from the Schilthorn
Photo: Ben Gillespie
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Ben, Dave, Craig, Phil, Ray, Sue and Jim

Photo: Sue Wills

clouds to land in the valley 2000m below. On subsequent the mid-way cable car station on the Aiguille du Midi line,
days in Switzerland we flew a few more times from next to Mont Blanc.
Mürren, as well as from Männlichen in Grindelwald and
On this flight it was a trifle breezy and there were
Grandvillard, further south in the French speaking region cable car wires near launch and a considerable drop both
of Switzerland.
in front of and behind launch. We performed a reverse
We then left Switzerland for the other side of inflation launch, then flew up the valley towards Mont
the Alps – the Haute-Savoie region in France. Basing Blanc, passing over the glacier, before turning around
ourselves in accommodation on the shores of Lake and landing in the valley at the Atterrisage du Bois
Annecy, we had a number of fantastic launch sites
overlooking Lake Annecy
within our reach – some
nicely artificially turfed,
all with well-defined
and signposted landing
zones, including Planfait
and Montmin/Col de
Forclaz and the Dents de
Lanfon – my first ever
hike and fly site, which at
It’s on again!
1532m, was about 600m
higher than the landing
zone in Talloires, within
walking distance of our
accommodation. Planfait
and Montmin were a little
crowded by my standards
(three paragliders across
and a queue behind each
Immerse yourself in the flying culture of the
at least six deep), with a
European Alps on a 14-day paragliding adventure.
tabarded launch controller
who did a good job of
6 to 19 September 2015
making sure there weren’t
Stunning sites and amazing flights.
any arguments about who
You’ll return a totally different pilot.
flew next.
All skill levels catered for.
As variety is the spice
Low airtime pilots through to Advanced.
of life, we moved on from
Participant number are strictly limited.
the sites at Annecy to
Chamonix and flew both
sides of the valley a
Please contact Phil Hystek at
number of times, including
info@pgqld.com.au
a very memorable flight
from the Plan de l’Aiguille,
0418 155 317

Europe Paragliding Tour 2015
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Paragliding

Tour d’Europe
Take 2

The walk to launch at Mürren

Photo: Ben Gillespie
Getting ready for launch at Schilthorn, Switzerland

du Bouchet, the main free flight
landing zone in Chamonix town.
In the following days we moved
further south in France to St Andréles-Alpes, where we had a number of
flights and an interesting downhill
mountain bike ride where we had
the greatest difficulty catching up
to Phil on his unicycle. We then
moved on to Monaco hoping for a
repeat of last year’s tour’s flight
from the mountain out over the
city to land on the beach. Alas, the
weather was not propitious and it
was not to be. Our last day before
flying home was spent in Nice, on
the Côte d’Azur overlooking the
Mediterranean Sea.
Craig and Phil were fantastic,
safe tour guides and instructors.
They made use of their extensive
network of local contacts to make
sure we flew from the best launch
sites for the conditions each day. I
expected just to be taken on a trip
to Europe and to fly some nice sites,
what I hadn’t expected was the very
high level of instruction and advice
on every aspect of paragliding
which was very useful and which
I appreciated greatly. We had a
fantastic time, shared never to be
forgotten experiences and made
good friends with the instructors
and the other pilots on the tour. We
are seriously considering a repeat
performance next year.

Enjoying some thermalling

practise over Annecy, France
It can be difficult, frustrating and often futile, trying to explain
Photos: Ray Hurley
to someone who hasn’t yet experienced the thrill of free flight
just how spectacular, awe inspiring and humbling it can be to
The rest of the tour is tailored to accommodate various
take to the skies aided with only a few lines, some webbing members’ capabilities.
So this year, the tour was off to a flying start. The
and a large, colourful piece of fabric.

by Ray Hurley

I
Lake Annecy looking north
Photo: Jim Wills

find myself in the same situation when trying
to explain to other PG pilots how amazing the
experience of flying in Switzerland, France and
Monaco can be. Suffice to say, after returning from my
second tour over there, I found it rather difficult to come
back home to Australia.
In September 2013, with only six months of
paragliding experience under my belt, I enlisted the help
of Craig Papworth and Phil Hystek, from Curious Goat PG
Adventure Tours, to assist me in finding out whether
all the hype about European flying was justified. Armed
with my trusty Bolero and my 18ft Bobcat, I was off to
find out.

Well, I have been home for about four days, the
jet lag is slowly dissipating after my second ‘once in a
lifetime’ experience. Starting out in the picturesque
Lauterbrunnen valley in Switzerland, this year armed
with my new Gin Atlas, the 2000ft shear cliffs were just
as grand the second time around as the hairs on the
back of my neck can attest. Phil and Craig used the first
couple of days to make us feel secure and confident by
flying from easier, less complicated launches. They also
used this time to assess the skills and experience levels
of everyone in the group, to ensure that no-one felt out
of their depth or overwhelmed at any stage of the tour.

weather was almost perfect, flying from Mürren and
Beatenberg near Interlaken, before moving to the next
valley over (a very large valley). In Grindelwald we flew
from First and the very impressive Männlichen, a summit
standing a few hundred feet higher than Kosciusko
in NSW, which provided a scenic and smooth sleddie
through the scattered cloud to the landing area at the
foot of the Eiger.
After a few days of finding our feet, the weather
looked good for the next morning to take the four cable
car trips up to the Schilthorn, a giant that towers over
the Lauterbrunnen valley and Mürren – the launch that
elevated my pulse only a couple of days earlier.
We arrived on launch to discover the wind was
straight up the loose slate launch site that sits above
the snow line. Keeping warm with thermals, flying suit,
balaclava and a healthy dose of adrenaline, we all lined

The vertical cliffs of Mürren
never fail to impress
Photo: Ray Hurley
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Paragliding

Tour d’Europe
Take 2

Looping practise above the Chamonix valley,
with Mont Blanc in the background

10,000ft sunrise after launching
from the Schiltorn in Switzerland

Sue, Jim and Craig waiting for Mother Nature above Monaco

All photos: Ray Hurley

Making our way up to Männlichen launch in Switzerland

Having fun on the speedwing after taking off from ‘The Teeth’ rock formation (in the background) near Annecy, France

up for one of the most visually spectacular flights I
believe to be possible: The sun was just rising above the
snow covered mountains into a deep blue sky, the weak
inversion, several thousand feet below, made whispy
altostratus almost obscure the terrain below, still just
discernible through a deep blue haze, and giving us the
illusion of being at least twice as high as the 10,000ft
launch. Calling it a spiritual experience would be a
gigantic understatement!
‘Setting sail’ for Annecy in France the next day, the
grandeur of the snow covered Alps was replaced by
some moderate thermals and stunning flying over the
lake, a turquoise monster approximately 10km long and
up to two kilometres wide.
After a trek to ‘The Teeth’ – a rock formation
overlooking Annecy, it was time for me to enjoy some
speedwing flying. The short but adrenaline packed flight
was a great way to get comfortable with the agility of
the Bobcat, something I hadn’t had the chance to enjoy
back in Australia, mainly due to the lack of high, steep
mountains anywhere near the Gold Coast.
The next day we set off towards the Chamonix
valley, nestled at the foot of Mont Blanc. I can only
imagine how amazing the town of Chamonix looks in
winter – it was incredible in September. The abundance
of chair lifts next to the landing area meant that
those with speedwings could spend the majority of the
morning inverted with their hair on fire, whilst those on
paragliders spent hours ridge soaring and thermalling
the French Alps above.
The afternoon valley wind announced that a flight
from Plan de l’Aiguille was on the cards – flying along
the side of Mont Blanc, over the glacier that descends
thousands of feet. A loud cracking noise from the glacier
was a healthy reminder that it was a place where I didn’t
want to get ‘too low’!
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Sitting up to enjoy the view of the glacier emanating from Mont Blanc

Ben showing off some newly acquired
thermalling skills over Annecy, France

Speedflying above St André-les-Alpes, France
6

From some great flying sites in and around Annecy,
to sampling my first ‘escargots’ in its old town – a dining
experienced that has to be tried to be believed – the
busiest paragliding town in France had it all.
We then drove down to St Andrés-les-Alpes in the
South of France, via the Col du Galibier – the high pass
for the Tour de France as well as a location used in Jean
Baptiste Chandelier’s latest road flying movies.
St Andrés is a great stepping stone for those on the
tour to develop their thermalling skills and seeing new
pilots with minimal experience getting several thousand
feet above launch is a very cool sight.
For me, St Andrés was all about speedflying –developing my skills during
wingovers, spirals and loops was most gratifying. The site has both, the height and
retrieval times to enjoy 10 flights per day. Lunchtime was an opportunity to land right
beside the al fresco lunch area at our accommodation, which was already set up with a
feast of French local cuisine.
It was also a great location to learn about everything from alpine micrometeorogy,
thermal triggers and the ever important ‘if the locals aren’t flying, why not?’
And finally, standing above Monaco on Mont Gros is truly something to behold.
Although this year the weather beat us, last year the flying over the Mediterranean
and Monte Carlo – floating
above the ridiculously
wealthy people below
and eventually landing
on a rocky beach right
next to one of the topless
French maidens – was,
without a doubt, the
perfect ending to an
amazing two week tour.
What more can I
say? Great tuition, great
mates, awesome sites
– but the two things
I have brought with me
more than anything else
are a plethora of great
memories and anticipation
of next year’s trip.
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Bill Moyes

enters the FAI
History Books
by Vicki Cain

… and again at their 60th wedding anniversary

Bill receives the FAI Gold Air Medal from John Grubbström

T

oday, Thursday 16 October 2014, at the 108th
FAI General Conference in Pattaya, Thailand,
Bill Moyes humbly received the FAI Gold Air
Medal in recognition of his longstanding contribution
to aviation through the sport of competitive and
recreational hang gliding.
On receipt of the Gold Air Medal and Diploma
presented to him by FAI President, John Grubbström, Bill
signed the Gold Air Medal book just as other recipients
before him have. The award cements into the history
books those who have “contributed greatly to the
development of aeronautics by their activities, work,
achievements, initiative or devotion to the cause of
Aviation” (FAI website). Bill joins the prestigious ranks

To most people, the sky is the limit.
To those who love aviation, the sky is home.
Jerry Crawford, Wings Over Texas
of other former recipients of the award including include
legendary trans-Atlantic aviator, Charles Lindbergh,
glider inventor, John Dickenson, first human in space,
Yuri Gagarin, and the first pilot to break the sound
barrier, Chuck Yeager.

“Our thanks to all who have made

had the potential to become a pleasurable pastime,
accessible to many different types of people.
Hang gliding as a sport was to be forever shaped by
the fun loving larrikin streak Bill is so well known for.
Through his courageous approach to performing as a
stuntman and test pilot for early glider prototypes in

this significant occasion possible.

the late 1960s, hundreds of people were exposed to the
wonders of motorless flight.
As wife Molly can attest, serious accidents and
hospital stints did little to discourage Bill and he
displayed resilience when faced with the deaths of many
colleagues during the pioneering days of the sport.
As a charismatic young Australian, Bill became the
original brand ambassador for the sport of hang gliding
when he established his own glider manufacturing
business in 1967. Through promoting his gliders whilst
travelling the world, aspiring pilots were drawn to his
physical rigour, technical skill and ‘can do’ approach.
Bill’s own family, particularly son Steve, built upon this
legacy by excelling at competition level and winning
multiple National and World championships throughout
the 1980s.
Upon receiving news of his Gold Award, whilst
travelling through China earlier this year, granddaughter
Grace recounts his reaction as typical of someone who
has spent a lifetime in the limelight: “Oh, so I’m famous
again?” Bill joked, followed by a long chuckle.

Recently I have been thinking of the
things that helped shape my life in to
what is and has been. It has been an
interesting and exciting journey so far
and I hope will continue in the same vein.
My thoughts often lead me back to the
good old days and my time spent with you
all. In retrospect it was one of the most
incredible parts of my life and a time I will
always remember fondly.
However, the most interesting part of
the story is that I learnt so much from you
all, lessons and understandings that have
helped me in life. Whether it be learning

moment for the Moyes family.”
Bill Moyes’ story will be well known to many readers.
The sky has been Bill’s home for well over 40 years.
As a boy he was enamoured by the graceful soaring
of the gulls near his beachside home. Yet at this early
stage of his life, Bill could not have known that he
would go on to build a career founded on sharing the
joy of flight with the world. For Bill, the comfort and
effortlessness the birds found in flight was something
to be emulated beyond scientific study and pure
engineering purposes. He was able to see that flight
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For a number of years back in the ’90s, I had the
opportunity and privilege to work with Bill Moyes
and his family, it’s hard to for me to think of
Bill’s many contributions to hang gliding without
including his family. While I worked at the factory,
I also lived with them at Bronte Beach, they
adopted me into their family just as they had
many others before.
I spent many summers with them experiencing
the day to day of hang gliding and family life, their
grandkids, brother, sisters, uncles, the beach and
the many dinners and stories told at the table.
I worked tirelessly with Bill on many projects,
struggling to keep up with him – there was never
idle time with Bill. I learned from his relentless work
ethic, as well as the right way to do things – from
how to properly use a broom to a bread knife. I also
learned that Bill has a few superhuman senses, like
hearing – he can hear a mile away if you are not

Rob Whittall: Dear Bill, Molly, Steve and Vicki

It is truly a very proud
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Juan Corral:

Bill and Molly in the early days…
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drilling metal properly and he will let you know! He
also has the memory of an elephant, because he will
not forget that one time when you didn’t do it right!
I was on the receiving end of many of his pranks
and humour, as well as his generosity, his support
and encouragement for me to pursue ideas to
improve equipment for our sport.
He often shared his experiences, mostly the
failures before the achievements and a great story
to go along with it. For me it was an environment
that allowed for creativity supported by a wealth of
Bill and Steve’s experience.
In my experience, Bills family values, work ethics
and devotion to hang gliding come before business.
These values are shared by the rest of the family and
everyone that works in the factory.
I am eternally grateful to Bill, Molly, Steve, Vicki
and the rest of the family for what they have
contributed to the sport of hang gliding as well as
enriching my life.
Thank you, thank you!

how to sweep up according to Bill or the magic of
watching Steve fly, the hospitality of Molly and
the calm positive nature of Vicki, but I learnt far
more than just that. The ability you all have to
openly accept and accommodate almost complete
strangers is testament to the fact that you are
good people and a very special family. I remember
all of the extended family, and by now all the kids
will be adults and, I imagine, spreading the same
magic in whatever they have chosen to do.
I really want to thank you all for letting me be
involved in the Moyes family story, I am eternally
grateful to all of you.
I wish you all happiness and prosperity.
Respect to all.
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Bill Moyes

enters the FAI
History Books
Peter Jenkins:
Bill the Snake-man

Jimmy Leowardy:
Bill the Mentor
Bill has huge experience which I always listen to
on all our long drives to Forbes, Rylstone and other
places for aerotowing since before 2000.
His great knowledge includes flying, living, the
earth, the economy, humans, engines, oceans,… In
Shoal Bay (???), for example, he told me correctly
what time to go fishing, in which area we would
find a lot of fish within a short of time – he even
explained why we could get the fish very easily.
I have also learned good stuff about tow ropes
from Bill and his experience with fishing boat. He
knows about cattle, sheep.
Then there’s the economy: I had heard from Bill
long before the Australian Dollar reached almost
the same value to the US Dollar.
I have no doubt, Bill is the best mentor for me!

All photos: Courtesy Moyes Gliders
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Bill was fascinated with snakes and often kept a
large carpet snake as a pet.
One night after the Moomba Ski Spectacular
around 1963 we went to dinner at a trendy
restaurant in Melbourne called McClurers.
During dinner Bill decided to bring his pet
snake into the restaurant and proudly produced
it from its hessian bag. Needless to say the entire
restaurant went into a complete silence and shock
until the Maître D kindly asked Bill to remove his
snake, which he did.

Bruce and Annie Crerar:
In 2005 I ordered a Dragonfly. During the
construction, Bill and I had a disagreement over
the position of the instruments. After a while
I jokingly said, “Bill, why don’t you just build
whatever you want and I will just pay for it.”
From the other end of the telephone came, “Okay,
sounds like a plan,” and he hung up!
He did and I did, and ever since Annie and I have
enjoyed his company at Forbes. Each year Bill will
say to you at least once, “Who taught you to do
that? Don’t you know anything?” My reply is always
the same, “No Bill, I’m just a turkey, why don’t you
show me?”
Seeing Bill is one of the highlights of our year.
Live long, Bill, you light up our lives. There are too
many boring bastards in the world!

At the age of 82, Bill’s involvement in the industry
remains steadfast. Whilst in China, assisting the
establishment of a small flying school in remote Guyuan,
Bill and a small group of aviation enthusiasts stayed in
traditional yurt tent accommodation set on the barren
plains near inner Mongolia. With his adventurous spirit
showing no sign of wavering, Bill still revels in finding
new ways to spread his knowledge and enthusiasm for
recreational aviation.
You will continue to find Bill active on the ground
at many local and domestic competitions, doling out
tips and advice, playing practical jokes and recounting
cautionary tales that date back beyond the younger
generations’ memory. It has often been said that
you may never know how wrong you’ve been doing
something until Bill has set you right!
It is Bill’s approachability and generosity with
his skills and knowledge that has contributed to the
longevity of his contribution to the sport.

“When a person’s passion and
career choice intersect,

the results can only be positive.”
Bill now devotes most of his time to his large family
and the ongoing improvement of his ultra-light aircraft
company Liteflite. He was accompanied to Thailand to
receive his award by wife Molly and daughter Vicki.
Heartfelt congratulations have been flooding in from
the air sports and hang gliding community since first
news of the award.
December 2014 | January 2015
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Powering Over North East

Arnhem Land

My mission sounded simple, but in truth I had no idea what was involved: I was
to accompany my academic wife to remote NE Arnhem Land for a community
development program to build a fish trap with a coastal Aboriginal community.
My job was to get her there, help with the project and hopefully try my hand at
aerial photography. As it was winter, this was a good time to take advantage
of the dry weather and take my newly acquired Ozone Buzz Power wing.

A

fter seven days of driving, covering more than
5000km, we arrived at the outstation of 50 or
so people living in comfortable isolation –
about two hours drive from the closest town.
We were on a tight timetable to complete the project
so the first night we were up at 2am ready for the low
tide. Each day my senses were alert for the chance to
fly, but unfortunately there was too much work and too
much wind.

by Greg Hurst, Flight Instructor, Sydney Paragliding
What followed over the next few days was a steady
rhythm of manual labour in tune with the elements.
Working at low tide in and near the water required a
constant awareness for crocs – several camp dogs had
been eaten in recent months and, not too far away,
a fishermen had been taken trying to recover a lure.
High tide was the time for cutting stringybark poles
from the savannah forest while keeping an eye out for
water buffalo. Occasionally, we had the chance to spear

mud crab for tucker or join the community searching for
turtle eggs.
The wind blew strongly every day, but on the sixth
day it seemed to back off. I quickly set up ready for
flight. A narrow beach of very soft sand with a strong
crosswind coming over the back of the trees meant
the launch was never going to be easy. After a bit of
difficulty to get the motor to kick over, the audience was
bedazzled as it roared into action. I lifted the wing and
was quickly dragged backwards flapping and flopping

towards the water and the supposedly smiling crocs.
Never one to be put off, I gathered myself once more and
stroked the equipment only to find the motor would not
kick over. Bugger!
In the end, we finished the project with no flight and
no photos, but an improved suntan and great memories
of pristine wilderness and a happy community. One in
particular stands out: the night the kids put on a dance
performance around the fire where crocs, sharks and
brolgas cavorted.
Back in town, the engine problem was soon identified
by an outboard motor mechanic: The kill-switch on the
control handle was not properly releasing. Diagnosed but
not repaired, it would remain dodgy. Once the mechanic
knew what he was repairing he was incredulous: “Ya
mean ya gonna fly over man-eating crocs, rogue buffalo
and death adders? What happens if ya konk out?” Hmm,
time to put my head back in the sand.
After two days of hot showers and pub food the wind
dropped and we were ready to have one last crack at it.
An early start and 200km of corrugations had us back on
the beach at 10am. With increasing winds, it was a race
to assemble the gear and get into the air. Another 20
minutes of cajoling and abusing the uncooperative red
button and suddenly there was a spark.
An easy launch, a straight line drive for height and
the splendour of NE Arnhem Land was revealed: dazzling
beaches, every shade of blue and green water, our sandy
campsite, mangrove islets and my wife Suzanne smiling
up at me from launch. She knew I would be happy.
Snap, snap, snap. It was my first attempt at flying
with an accelerator while photographing and I was
‘busier than a blue-arsed fly’. On several occasions my
feet came close to deep water as I focused on a shot,
though I did have an inflatable buoyancy system on the
frame to keep me fresh for the crocs.
It was double amateur hour. I am still new to PPG
and I am not a photographer, but somehow the location
looked after me and I captured some stunning shots.
Mission accomplished and no one was eaten, gored or
poisoned. We delivered a memory stick of shots to the
community and trekked on. Now a four-day, 1000km
detour awaited us to fix the ruined car suspension
before we could tackle the Gulf of Carpentaria for
Suzanne’s research and my flying – but that’s a whole
other story.

Flying over the completed fish trap

Getting ready to launch from the beach

All photos: Courtesy Greg Hurst

Left: From the best angle: the Arnhem Land coast
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Understanding

Your Choices

Speed wings, mini wings, acro wings,
freestyle wings, beginner wings, comp
wings,… What’s the difference?
by Shane Gingell

H

aving such a large number of manufacturers
and retailers out there all fighting for a piece
of market share has led to fierce advertising
claims. Paragliding technology has become so diverse
today that much of the flying community don’t
understand the differences in paragliding equipment.
A few things to consider are: performance, wing
loading, controllability, stability and flight envelope.

Performance

Basically, the polar curve is the measure of performance.
That is the ratio of the forward speed to the vertical
speed thoughout the entire speed range of the glider
from stall to maximum speed.
High performance gliders have a very wide speed
range as well as a high ratio of forward to vertical speed
thoughout their speed range (high lift/drag ratio). As a
general yardstick, we can look at the aspect ratio (AR) of
a glider to give us an idea of its performance.

Wing Loading

Defined as the weight of the glider plus the weight it
carries divided by the wing area. An increase in wing
loading does many things:
➲➲ An increase in both forward and vertical speeds,
➲➲ a lowering of the performance due to increased
parasitic drag at higher speeds,
➲➲ more dynamic handing, and
➲➲ a resistance to turbulence.

Controllability

A measure of how well the glider responds to pilot
inputs. This comes down to two things:
➲➲ the shape of the wing
➲➲ the wing loading
Designers have become much better at designing
wing shapes that responds well to pilot inputs. The
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higher the wing loading, the more dynamic the wing’s
response is to pilot input.

Stability

For stability we also need to look at two components:
➲➲ How much does turbulence tend put the glider out
of control?
➲➲ When the glider gets out of control, what does it do
and how hard is it to regain control?
Current certification only looks at the second part.

Flight Envelope

This covers the range of conditions the glider can be
flown in. Two main factors here are the wing loading and
the performance.
The higher the wing loading, the stronger the
conditions the glider can handle, but the more lift it
needs to stay up. The higher the performance, the wider
the range of conditions the glider can be flown in – both
in light lift and strong wind.
Let’s now look at different type of wings.

Speed Wings

Speed wings are primarily designed to go down really
fast. They are most commonly used to descend large
mountains at high speeds in close proximity to the
ground. They have very low performance since they
are not designed to glide away from the mountain,
rather stay close to it. Most speed wings have an AR
of between 3 and 3.5 and sizes usually range from 8m
to 15m.

Mini or Hybrid Wings

In the last few years, we have seen an explosion in types
of wings. Manufacturers and retailers have been tripping
over each other to get a piece of the action because its
a profitable field due to low development costs for a
low performance wing, low manufacturing costs – since

mini wings have very few parts to sow together and
are usually uncertified so don’t have the expense of
certification.
Originally, this type of wing was called a ‘Hybrid’,
being a cross between a speed wing and a normal
paragliding canopy – the change of name to ‘Mini’ wings
was a stroke of marketing genius, this implied that they
were just like a normal wing only smaller. Nothing can be
further from the truth.
Sizes usually range from 15m to 20m, with an AR of
usually between 4 and 4.5. This very high wing loading
makes for very dynamic handling and very sensitive pilot
inputs. Few Mini wings are certified, but the few that
get tested usually end up getting EN D due to the super
dynamic handling from high wing loading.
Mini wings also have very low performance, with the
low AR and high wing loading making for a high sink rate
and a narrow soaring envelope.

handling, suitable for basic acro. This is achieved through
balancing wing loading with reasonable performance.
Freestyle wings usually come in sizes from 20m to
25m with an AR of about 5.5.

Beginner Wings

This is where everyone starts off from and this wing can
be thought of as a good all rounder.
Beginner wings have lower wing loading for less
dynamic handling and a wing shape designed for easy
flight balanced with reasonable performance.

Photos: Tex Beck

Beginner wings usually come in sizes from 22m to
30m and usually have an AR of about 5.

Comp Wings

These wings are designed for performance – to climb in
the lightest lift and glide very flat at very high speed.

Out of all the different types of wings, they have
the widest soaring envelope, yet they have much poorer
stability in turbulence and requiring precise pilot input
to control. Usually available in sizes from 22m to 30m
with an AR of about 7.5.

Acro Wings

These are designed purely around doing aerobatics.
They have very clean, controllable stall and spin
characteristics with super dynamic handling and great
conversion of speed to height and height to speed
(storage and conversion of energy).
To achieve this, acro gliders use high wing loading
– with sizes usually between 15m to 20m and an AR
of about 5.5 – to get enough performance to store and
convert energy.

Freestyle Wings

These can be thought of as a balance between a
traditional intermediate wing and an acro wing.
A freestyle wing’s handling is not nearly as dynamic
as that of an acro glider, but it will have a stable,
controllable stall and spin just like an acro wing. The
combination gives the wing a good soaring envelope and
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Pico Club National PPG Fly-In
– Milbrulong (NSW), 2014

The Pico line-up

This was my second Pico Club fly-in and also happened to be
the 16th anniversary of the event. Sixteen years is an impressive
milestone for any volunteer run event and a real testimony to
the passion of the people involved.
by Matthew Smith

I

was very keen to say ‘thanks’, and demonstrate
to those who had provided help and advice to me
the previous year that I had listened and practised.
My first year was filled with nerves – I had just been
signed off and only flown three or four times by myself.
Too nervous to fly alone at home, the Pico event was a
real watershed moment for me in getting the confidence
to continue.

I arrived a few days before the official event, usually
a handful of people arrive early to help set-up the fly-in.
Of course, it’s also an opportunity to fly and then share
stories in the evenings around the BBQ at Jeff’s shed. I
was reminiscing with Jeff how much I appreciated the
help and support I received as a newbie and in turn,
he explained that this was exactly how things started
– he and Jos originally came up with the idea of a flyin to encourage the sharing of knowledge and ideas,
particularly with new pilots.
The conversation turned to the early days of
paramotoring, the original equipment of over 37kg
units with barely enough thrust to leave the ground and
wings that were almost impossible to launch without
perfect technique – it’s amazing anyone stayed with the
sport.Many people simply gave up, due to the difficulty
of even launching for the first time, which was why
providing that help and encouragement was critical to
keep people in the sport. Thankfully, a dedicated group
stayed with the sport and the event now has numerous

Above: Afternoon delights
Right: Locals enjoying the action

Hall at the camp ground
Setting up the day before

Car loaded for a para-adventure

Chatting around a fire

Pilots and spectators at launch
Jeff making some new bins
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Pico Club National PPG Fly-In
– Milbrulong (NSW), 2014

Marquee at launch

pilots with between 15 to 25 plus years
of experience still flying and very happy
to share knowledge or lend a hand.
We now live in a golden age of
paramotoring with complete units
available below 25kg and wings that do
everything they can to help you launch
and stay inflated. At its core the event
remains about encouraging pilots to
safely develop new skills. Now that
the basics are much easier, pilots can
develop the more advanced skills such
as XC tasks, foot dragging, pylon flying and, of course,
rounding up Jeff’s sheep.

The motley crew

Red Cross gala dinner

An evening flight
18 SKYSAILOR

All photos: Matthew Smith
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Duty pilot volunteer

The evolution of the
sport in such a short time
is amazing, originally
a flight to one of the
local landmarks, The
Rock, was a one way
task of only 20km, now
100km XC flights are
common. This year we
heard many stories
of pilots beating their
personal best distance,
time and altitude.
Obviously, the larger
the event, the more
logistic challenges appear
– setting up, cleaning
up, marquee on the hill,
toilets (with and without
water), BBQ breaky at
launch and the gala dinner
with over 70 people, not
to mention the safety
challenges with over 50
pilots trying to take off
and land, etc… A huge
thank you has to go to the
committee and volunteers
who come together each
year to make it happen.
In particular, Jeff and
Lorraine Hoffman who
have hosted the event
every year since it began.
Thank you!

Red Cross gala dinner

Pilots are reminded that equipment flown and equipment used should reflect the pilots actual rating and
experience. All training must be carried out using certified equipment with initial pilot certificate training
using student/novice rated equipment.
HGFA Operations Manager
SKYSAILOR
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Is Anyone Still Flying
Without A Camera?
The following article describes how a fossilised relic from the
early years of paragliding (I) can see the current situation with
cameras in the air. I’m not trying to offend anybody (although I
probably will anyway), I just can’t resist presenting my thoughts
to a wider audience and give everybody the opportunity to
prove me wrong (as I am sure they will).

aragliding is a magic activity. From the very
beginning it attracted me by its uniqueness, the
challenges it presented, the astonishing views
offered and the special community one became a part of.
I’ve been flying for about 25 years and every year I
think I’ve seen it all, inevitably, every new year shows I
was mistaken. The trends developing within this closeknit community don’t stop to amaze me. Some are
products of technological evolution, others are linked
to the competitive nature of the people attracted to
the sport and some are seemingly impossible to explain
without help from a psychologist…
One of the most puzzling is the current obsession
with cameras. Nowadays every new pilot counts a
camera as a ‘must have’ piece of equipment – stupid
little things like rescue parachutes, radios and varios

by Jiri Stipek

Tex Beck [www.flickr.com/photos/texaus1/]
doing one better now
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rate much lower on the priority list. They just can’t wait It affected my flying greatly. I had to be more selective
to join everyone else to publish the largest number of with weather conditions and my launches were painful
mostly boring videos in the shortest time. Everyone to watch. Inevitably, I had some close calls. The most
also aims to own the famous ‘Hero Pro’ – top marks to memorable was at Deniliquin in 1991: I flew into a dust
whoever came up with that name. They knew how to devil shortly after releasing from tow, only 600m high,
attract the highest number of customers: ‘You don’t and became the first PG pilot in Australia to complete
have to have any special skills, just put our camera on a perfect tumble. The second one wasn’t so perfect. I
your head and you’ll instantly become a ‘Hero Pro’!’ lost momentum right above the canopy and fell down
No-one makes a fortune selling their product only to – fortunately exactly through the right place between
talented people…
the lines, missing the leading edge by centimetres. First
Pilots who’ve been in this sport for longer may find my canopy collapsed, then it reinflated with explosive
the above comments strange coming from me. In the force. The wingtip-mounted camera flew through both
early days I flew a lot with a camera, and for years surfaces of my glider like a cannonball. Gary Stevenson
many a Skysailor issue included my handiwork. At one found it in a deep crater in the paddock two years
stage I made quite a few cover pages so it seems rather later. Reserves were only for woosies in those years
sardonic for me to object to flying with cameras now. Yet and I wasn’t one of them… If the wingtip with camera
this is less contradictory than it seems.
had gone through the lines, I wouldn’t be writing this
Firstly, there’s my experience with cameras in the article today! I landed safely 15km and 30 minutes later
air. In retrospective, I’m well aware I survived my 15 to admiring comments from pilots who thought I was
years or so of photomania by luck rather than good having fun and wondered how my glider had suffered
management. Not everybody may get this lucky. Despite those two gaping holes.
huge technological progress, a camera remains the
The other aspect of flying with cameras I’m conmost distracting item you can take into the air. Not cerned about is the purpose and motivation. Let’s
only does it require attention to operate, but it also face it, we are all attention seekers to some degree.
makes you look for where you can get the best footage When I started to take photos from the air, my goal
instead of looking for incoming
was to produce photos (videos
traffic, etc. For any pilot just out
were almost unknown then) that
of school (and everybody around
would catch eyes. I got kicks from
him) this can be as deadly as it gets.
seeing my photos on the pages of
It already starts during the preAustralian and overseas magazines.
flight check. One often sees pilots
I question whether the authors of
more concerned about connecting
the thousands of ‘Insomnia Cure’their cameras than closing their leg
type videos published daily on
straps, etc. To be sure I don’t just
YouTube receive the same degree
pick on beginners: Even with a few
of satisfaction. Most of these are
hundred hours under my belt I had
lost in a sea of almost identical
quite a few sticky camera-related
and entirely boring creations, so
situations and still feel much safer
what is the driving force behind
flying without a camera now, some
this that I’m missing? Is it worth
2500 hours of airtime later.
increasing the risks associated
Having a camera while flying
with our sport, arguably dangerous
always adds extra risk, no matter Not many similar photos of flying over enough anyway?
where you put it – other than the Snowy Mountains have been made
I stopped taking photos and
since I took this one in 1995
the glovebox of your car, that is.
videos when I realised I had virtually
However, the most popular ‘helmet mounted’ camera nothing special to show anymore. The onset of acro
set-up stands out as the most dangerous for several and flying in some seriously exotic locations caught
reasons. The issue of ‘where to look’ is especially up with me at an age, when I wasn’t able to learn too
prominent here. It is also the best ‘line-catcher’ ever many new tricks
invented and can easily prevent your glider recovering any more (I’m 65
from a serious collapse. It’s worth mentioning that if now). To produce
you get caught riding a bike on an Australian road with something worth
this set-up, you can face the same fine as riding without showing, I needed
a helmet. The simple logic behind this is that you’ve to improve my
swapped ‘head protection’ for a ‘camera pod’, making flying by volumes
your helmet entirely unsuitable for its original purpose first and I wasn’t
and effectively invalidating any certification. The RTA is able to. I’m now
well ahead of the HGFA in enforcing this safety measure, looking
with
it seems.
admiration at the
Aiming to get a unique perspective (and I tried a videos and photos
few) always involves some risk. I played Russian roulette made by people
with a camera mounted in a wingtip for a few years – in who work hard
those times a decent camera weighted half a kilo! It was and can proudly
a pioneering job in Australia and even worldwide and show the results
produced same spectacular photos, but I paid for it too. to the world.
December 2014 | January 2015

This was fun…

My $400 camera after a 600m fall in 1991

Paragliding Forum is an excellent source of these gems
and if you’re looking for some inspiration, there’s hardly
a day you wouldn’t find something entirely amazing
there. Unfortunately, you have to sift through a lot of
litter first…
Obviously, you have to start somewhere. You’re
unlikely to astonish the spoiled audience of the PG
Forum with your first photo or video, but please, get
your priorities right: Learn to fly first to a point where
you can handle your camera without compromising the
control of your glider and without unduly endangering
yourself or anybody around you. If you’re willing to be
objective, you’ll admit that this takes a considerably
long time. Then you can commence the next stage and
learn to fly the way people would enjoy watching. It’s not
easy, but there is no such a thing as a free lunch.

SKYSAILOR
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Acquiring

Fine Motor Skills

Welcome to the inaugural regular feature on Powered Paragliding (PPG) and Powered Hang
Gliding (PHG), hosted by the Pico Club, Australia’s first and largest PPG/PHG club. We plan
to present articles that are of interest to new and experienced pilots alike. We hope many a
motorised and free-flying pilot will find items of interest in our column.
by Andrew Shipley, President – PICO Club [www.thepico.com.au]

#1: Flying With Friends
Whilst any sort of flying is great,

sharing the sky for those memorable
flights with a friend or group of
friends, is ten times more fun.

These days, when nearly everything that moves has
a HD Go-Pro action cam or similar running, group flights
can make for terrific memories to share with friends,
family or to re-live yourself.

Picking the Right Day

You don’t want to be in the air with a group of other
pilots all concentrating on ‘active piloting’ in rough air, so
picking a day with optimal weather will help enormously.

Good Communications

This is always the key to flying with other pilots around
you and it doesn’t need to be overly complicated. Most
PPG/PHG pilots just use a simple set-up of a standard
UHF handheld CB hooked into the helmet.
A simple Uniden UHF handheld is available for less
than $100 – it will be an essential safety feature not
just during group flights.
22 SKYSAILOR

Right of Way

Not just important to observe while ridge soaring a cliff
during free flying, but just as critical when flying PPG/
PHG with friends. You will still have to use the turn-tothe-right rules, the pilot below you has right-of-way, as
has the pilot in front of you.
The separation between individual aircraft – 20m
horizontally and 50ft vertically, as defined in our Opera
tions Manual – also has to be maintained. In addition,
‘personal space’ also needs some consideration: Every
pilot has their own comfort level for how close they feel
safe to fly to other aircraft, particularly for those new
to the sport – make sure you respect these personal
limits. A chat before starting out or staying in touch
via the radio during flight can make sure everyone
feels comfortable.

Avoid Crowding

Lastly, you need to remain very aware of the group as
a whole as well as your own position in it. Distractions,
such as filming, can catch pilots out easily during group
flying and lead to ‘crowding’ each other in.
Everyone needs plenty of room to manoeuvre,
particularly if you are down low of flying in tight areas.
The bottom line when flying with friends in groups is
to have fun, be safe and look out for each other.
Fly safe!
December 2014 | January 2015
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Photo: Tex Beck

A Message

to QHGA members

The Queensland Hang Gliding Association (QHGA) has just completed its most recent round of
Sports Development Levy (SDL) discernments, so it’s timely to remind all those who live in the
QHGA area (as opposed to the North QLD State Association) how we in the south of the State
distribute the SDL to grow the sport here.
by Grant Cassar

I

t has been a long standing policy within the QHGA
that our sport is best grown by supporting the
clubs which are at the coal face for each of our
disciplines. In this way we can directly support the
individual priorities of clubs regardless of which type of
aircraft you fly or which event you attend.
You will all be aware that the QHGA collects a $22 SDL
per HGFA member living within the QHGA area. Hopefully,
you will also know that about once every year the QHGA
distributes almost the full amount – less a very small
amount – back to the clubs you belong to. We think
it’s easiest and fairest to make your money available to
develop the sport where you are. However, this is easier
said than done.
It would be too difficult to track each of our individual
$22 contributions for a number of reasons which I won’t
go into here, but suffice to say, we don’t do it that way.
The process we use is as follows:
We divide the lump sum we get from the HGFA,
amongst all of the clubs in our region, based upon how
many members are in each club. We keep back a small
amount sufficient to pay for the QHGA annual audit and
the Office of Fair Trading fee.
You may have questions about how the QHGA knows
which club you belong to and what happens if you belong
to multiple clubs or no club at all. I will clarify these
issues for you now.
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How does the QHGA know
which club or clubs I belong to?

When you renew your HGFA membership you also tell the
HGFA which clubs you are a member of. This is what the
QHGA use to determine which clubs you are in.
We only include clubs in the QHGA area, so if you
are a member of an interstate club, it is not used in this
calculation.

What happens if I belong to
multiple clubs within the
QHGA area?

In this case your membership is divided equally between
each of your clubs. For example, if you are a member of
both the Canungra Club and Toowoomba Club, then they
each get a half share. If you are a member of three clubs
then each club would get a third and so on.

What happens if I’m not in a
club or don’t put one down on
my HGFA renewal?

The short answer is that your contribution gets
absorbed into the amounts that get distributed across
the clubs. It works out like this:
If the QHGA had eight affiliated clubs and $10k to
distribute, the QHGA would determine what percentage
of the membership is in each club, based upon what

pilots indicated when renewing their HGFA membership,
and then divide the $10k by that percentage.
For example, if 20% of all QHGA members were in
the Sunshine Coast Club and the remaining 80% were
in the Canungra Club, then using the example above, the
Sunshine Coast Club would get 20% of the $10k and the
Canungra Club would get 80% of the $10k.

Where to do from here?

There are probably a few actions that you can and
should take to make sure your money goes where you
want it to go. Most importantly, make sure you fill out
the Club Membership part when you renew your HGFA
membership. This part alone, determines where your
SDL goes.
If you are not already in a club, consider either joining
an existing club or forming a new one. Note that any new
clubs will need to be affiliated with QHGA to access the
SDL moneys.
I hope this has been clear and of interest to the QHGA
membership. To all non-QHGA readers: Note that this
only pertains to those clubs within the QHGA.
Each of the States and Regional Associations manage
their States SDL differently and I encourage you all
to become familiar with how your State Association
allocates your fees.
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Adam Stevens

Canungra XC Clinic 2014
Do You Want To Fly Cross-Country?
by Kenneth Mitchell, Queenstown,

Lisa Bradley launches from Mt Tamborine

Kenneth Mitchell sets up on Mt Tamborine

F

lying hang gliders is still the most amazing thing
I’ve ever done. It’s also challenging, frustrating
and sometimes disappointing, but on the right
day it’s amazing! I have to pinch myself after I land,
‘Was that really me up there? Did I actually land without
dropping the nose, skinning my knees and breaking an
upright? Call me Captain Kirk!’
I’ve spent most of my 100-hour hang gliding career
scribing circles around Cornet Peak in New Zealand. It’s
safe, the mountain views are outstanding and there’s a
custom built Flight Park complete with café to land in.
Yet, I dream of ‘going somewhere’ and a few summers
ago I did: I flew to Wanaka, but do you think I can do
it again? There are only four or five days over summer

good enough to fly cross-country from Coronet Peak. I
told you this sport can be challenging and frustrating!
Now, is there a place with consistent XC potential
and maybe a few local pilots willing to share their skills
and knowledge? There is. I went there in October, along
with about seven other NZ pilots: It was the inaugural
free Canungra XC Clinic, followed by the regular Canungra
Classic HG competition.
Canungra is a classic small town one hour’s drive
from Brisbane where you can buy the original milkshake
in a stainless steel container instead of those horrible
disposable things. And it gets hot there – 40ºC. The
place is surrounded by attractive lifestyle properties

Noel and Billy
Mt Tamborine XC Clinic Day 2

Beechmont launch
Photos: Thea O’Connor, Mike Zupanc,
Lisa Bradley, Lizzy Nevins
Canungra Classic comp pilot briefing

Billy Macleod
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Day 2 XC Clinic task
briefing with Jonny Durand
and CFI Lisa Bradley

AI Fukutomi
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Canungra XC Clinic 2014
Pilots ready and waiting on Mt Tamborine

Andrew Sinclair flying a Fun 2 at Beechmont

and seems to be just the spot for Sunday drivers and the
Harley boys taking their motorbikes for a spin.
Plus, it’s good for hang gliding. Really good!
Conditions are often flyable six days out of seven and
tasks of 50 to 100km seem to be every day occurrences.
The top pilots have done 400km plus from here. Despite
this, the sport of hang gliding worldwide is in decline and
Australia is no exception. It seems part of the problem
is a culture that focuses on performance and rankings at
the expense of encouraging beginner and intermediate
pilots coming up through the ranks. (Listen up NZ!) The
Canungra Hang Gliding Club decided to do something
about it.
The three-day clinic preceding the comp was a
brilliant idea. No doubt it will be even bigger and better
next year. My favourite take-away skill was to work as
a team – spread out and look for lift like a squadron
instead of flying solo, then fly to where other gliders
are circling.
Then followed eight days of comp flying. I had never
used a pilot’s computer before, let alone flown a comp,
so I had a few things to learn.
The daily format of the flying was a weather briefing
and choice of launch site. Then we all scrambled up to
launch and rigged our gliders. Sixty gliders at launch was
quite a sight! Before the launch window opened, we were
given a task and off we went. Those of us who launched
early had to wait for over an hour in the air before the
task even started!
The time in Canungra featured much more than just
flying. It was very pleasant camping in the local camping
ground with shady trees, a stream boundary and a short
walk into town. There were two organised BBQs and a
‘Red Faces’ evening where each group had to perform
a skit. The Kiwis got second place doing a HG rendition
of ‘My boomerang won’t came back’! We gave the
prizemoney of $250 to the kind soul who lent us a 4WD.
Was it worth it? For the same cost of flying a C172
for 10 hours I got a return flight to Brisbane, a rental car,
accommodation, glider hire and 10 hours plus of flying.
We flew every day and it was inspiring to experience
hang gliding on such a scale. In Canungra there are lots
of good pilots flying high performance hang gliders in
consistently good conditions. Up to 10 of those pilots
were in their 50s and 60s, flying high performance
gliders well. The local club has sufficient member

Canungra Classic comp,
Beechmont launch

funds to acquire land
for launches and
bomb-outs. Davo, the
comp organiser did an
amazing job offering
lots of prizemoney, a
brand new Malibu with
the support of Moyes
Gliders and $4000
worth of Flytec varios
courtesy of Flytec and
Godfrey from Manilla
John Smith
Paragliding.
Beyond Canungra
there are lots of other competitions to attend in Oz,
where conditions are arguably much more HG friendly
than NZ, but the Canungra XC Clinic offers an excellent
organised opportunity. This is a missing link in the NZ
flying scene – if you look at the cross-country league,
it’s always the same 10 or 15 pilots on the scoreboard.
There are likely over 100 HG pilots in NZ who just might
want to fly further… To these I say: Go to the Canungra
XC Clinic in 2015. I’ll see you there!

A special thanks to Lisa Bradley, CFI from Canungra
Sky Sports, whose positivity and enthusiasm went a
long way to helping the Kiwi boys get organised on
the way over.
Kenneth Mitchell getting ready to take off at Mt Tamborine on a Malibu 2
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Forbes Big Spring

Held over the Labour Day
weekend, this four-day comp
delivered three great days of
flying. An epic weekend of firsts
for so many pilots: first thermals,
first XCs, first goals, and a huge
first place cash prize!
by Curt and Louise Warren

Left: Bruce Wynne launching
Photo: Billo

What Was Hot At
The Forbes Big Spring:

Only five pilots made it to goal that day. Andrew
Luton won the day, followed by Alan Bond. Meanwhile,
Steve Docherty had an exciting start to the task: An
early release saw him land almost back in the tow
paddock… with just a fence in between. Carl came to the
rescue and Steve relaunched to make goal and place third
for the day – moving into first place overall. Awesome
work also from Chris Czajkowski and Chris Rolfe – both
made goal.

The Spot

T

he ultimate goal of this comp was to build skills
and give our newer pilots a chance to fly with
and learn from experienced pilots. It was also a
very social comp – the dinners made every night by Vicki
and Molly (for 80 people!) were incredible. These meals
set the tone for the fun and social atmosphere.
I believe I speak for all the pilots when I say that
we are eternally grateful to the whole tug team for
their efforts, which began long before the comp. Bill
Moyes ran five tugs for our field of 48 pilots. With the
awesome towing of Bruce Crerar, Billo, Blaino, Brendan
Sandgrove, Marco and Peter Holloway, and the expert
launch crew of Vicki, Curt, Olli, Thea, Spud, Carl and Susie,
all the pilots had safely left the paddock in time for our
(late) lunch every day.

The flying all went off without a hitch and we all had
a safe weekend of flying, learning together and having
fun all the while.

The Ghost Town

Trent made a strong start to the competition, taking
out Day 1, but Howard Jones stole the show with an
incredible entrance into the Big Spring comp circuit by
coming second on the first anniversary of earning his
hang gliding licence. We were all stoked to see him make
goal, closely followed by Steve Docherty.
After all the pilots had already packed up and headed
home from goal, the 13th pilot made his late landing at
goal. Without a driver, Conrad was forced to wander
into the ghost town – its streets lined with abandoned

houses – to use the phone of the only two remaining
townsfolk. Patrick Trinder went back to retrieve him.

The Firing Range

On Day 2 we received a visit from a bearded and tattooed
man. He hailed from the shooting range next door.
Unfortunately he didn’t come to borrow a cup of sugar…
They were, quite understandably, unhappy about the
hang glider that almost landed in the range during their
target practice and he wanted to speak with the comp
organiser. Gulp! Suddenly I wasn’t so chuffed about
being in that role… Yet, neither of us were as concerned
as the pilot who landed near the range – it would
certainly make for an exciting approach!

Andrew ‘Thief’ Luton began with a ‘hungry’ attempt
at the spot landing. Conrad was having so much fun
swooping around that he forgot to look where the spot
was. On a couple of occasions we thought there would
be a ‘formation’ spot landing attemp, but pilots quickly
organised themselves. Simon ‘Westy’ West just about
took home the trophy, but Nolan Bear from Victoria was
crowned this year’s champ. About 100 spot landings
only only claimed two uprights – hmm, maybe we’ll add
a cash prize to the trophy/title next year.

Tortoises and Hares

Launch opened at 1pm, but pilots were slow to get
going. Everyone watched and waited for top placed Steve
‘The Green Machine’ Docherty to make his move. It seems
that a late start was the ticket to success at this comp.
Both, Steve D and Thief kept bombing out on Day 3, yet
somehow managed to battle it out for first and second
place overall.
The launch crew couldn’t get rid of Thief, he just
kept coming back again and again. Around 3pm he was
one of the few lonely pilots still left in the tow line, but
finally, on his third tow of the day (fifth if you count
spot landing tows), Thief finally stuck, then smoked it
into goal to win the day. Conrad was second, followed
by Nils Vesk.

The Final Results
1
2
3
4
5
6
Steve Green in his ‘Mean Machine Malibu’ with Olli
Photo: Vicki Cain

Andrew Luton
Steve Docherty
Trent Brown
Conrad Loten
Alastair Bramwell-Davies
Micheal Tomlinson

Acknowledgements: It takes a village to make a
competition and we’re lucky the Forbes community is
very welcoming and supportive of hang gliding. Those
who made the event happen include:
The Forbes Aeroclub – always welcoming to a
motley bunch of pilots setting up camp and taking
over the club house for a few days. Thanks to Alan,
John, Annie and Veronika.

Bill Moyes paddock full of floater hang gliders
Photo: Billo
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7 Nils Vesk
8 Howard Jones
9 Bruce Wynne
10 Rohan Taylor
Spot Landing: Noel Bear
Sportsman Award: Sean Dunn

➲➲ Sean Dunn, scoring his first thermal on Day 1,
then smashing his BP every day. Sean worked his
way to double digits in his thermal count.
➲➲ Conrad telling Bruce Crerar from Dalby that he
gave him the best tow he has ever had.
➲➲ The Volunteers! Special mention to Spud, Carl
and Susie – they worked tirelessly on the
launch line, then helped chop, dice and BBQ
dinner. Afterwards, back at the aero club, they
confounded us with magic tricks! As well as
being amazing help, they are amazingly fun
people to have around. Thanks to everyone who
put up their hand to help out with the comp.
➲➲ Scoring: Billo towed all day, then parked himself
behind the computer to do downloads and
scoring. Thanks to Thea for her launch and
downloads help too.
➲➲ The modest and humble Hiro setting a XC PB and
seeing the smile on his face when he told about
his 40km plus flight.
➲➲ New faces in goal: Chris Rolfe, Gabriel Toniolo,
Richard Hughes, Luke Browne, Michael Tomlinson
all worked their way into their first goals – an
impressive effort!
➲➲ The tow crew were probably the hottest thing
out at Forbes. Legendary Bill Moyes with Marco,
Blaino, Brendan, Bruce, Billo and Peter – all
incredible tug pilots.
➲➲ Vicki and Molly cheering on the Rabbitohs

Brett in his Malibu behind a Dragonfly

The Sydney HG Club team

Photo: B Sangrove

Photo: Jacqueline Moccand

experience through practice and collaboration with
other pilots.
See [www.warrenwindsports.com.au/blog/
competitions/wrap-2014-forbes-big-spring-floatercomp] for more.

Shell Petrol at Forbes –
for donating generously to
contribute our first place
cash prize, thanks Gary.
Janine from the
best cafe in Forbes,
the Mezzanine, also
contributed to the first
prize. Thanks also for the
great coffee and delicious
breakfasts!
Not only did the Moyes
crew run the towing,
create the amazing meals
and provided the backbone
to the whole event,
Moyes Delta Gliders also
contributed to the first
place prize.
NSWHPGA
for
supporting
the
development of our NSW
pilots and subsidising a
portion of all NSW pilots’
entry fees to give more
pilots access to this
event, to improve skill and

Rohan Taylor
– Eye of the Tiger
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Rising From The Ashes
Sometimes life poses major challenges for us to overcome – this is my story
of how I was able to overcome one such difficulty, inspired by my love of free flying
and life.

M

by Helen Ross-Lee

y last article for
Skysailor was
published in the
April 1992 edition, titled
‘Conquering the Main Range and
chalking one up for the records’.
The story was about my flight from
Mt Townsend, NSW – Australia’s highest
vertical drop from which a hang glider
can be foot-launched.
The back cover of that same issue
featured then World champion Tomas Suchanek, a
Czechoslovakian pilot. I later met Tomas and his wife
in the Owens Valley in California in around 1992 while
attending a competition there. After we all returned to
Australia, we flew the length of Stanwell Tops southerly
cliffs towards Wollongong along with Drew Cooper, my
then boyfriend. Jonny Durand Jnr was just a boy back
then, at that stage it may not even have occurred to him
to follow in his father’s footsteps…
Seven years ago, my life was relatively normal: I
flew a hang glider regularly and loved it. I’d been
competing in National and international hang gliding
competitions for about eight years with a measure of
success, winning titles including the Queensland, NSW
and Victorian Women’s Champion. At different times I
had won the Women’s Open Championship and attended
four Women’s World Championship competitions. My
best result achieved at a Women’s Worlds was an eighth
place, I believe.
In 1996 I married my second husband and gave birth
to the first of my two children in 1997. I temporarily
retire from flying during my children’s early years, but
decided to return to the sport in 2007 and began a
re-entry process.
By 2008 I felt confident enough to sign up for
the Dalby Cross-Country competition in Queensland.
Launching at this competition was by aerotowing behind
an ultralight – something I had never done before.
I arrived, set up my tent and after speaking with

Drew Cooper, 1991
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Bill Moyes, who warned me about the risks of
inexperience with aerotow launches, I promptly
withdrew from the competition. Yet, I still
wanted to have a practice flight.
I completed a few successful tows behind
Blaino in a Dragonfly, then, with Jonny Durand
Jnr (now a successful hang glider pilot) as my
observer in the back of the Dragonfly, I had a
near-fatal accident. After launch, just a few
metres above the ground, I locked out and
crashed.
At first, it did not appear too dramatic, just
a regular nose-dive. However, it soon became
apparent that I wasn’t moving and was, in fact,
unconscious.
In hospital it was discovered that I had sheared my
right vertebral artery, resulting in the disruption of
blood flow to the right side of my brain, particularly the
rear section. After the impact I was not breathing and
had to be resuscitated.
I spent the next 11 months in a rehabilitation unit
at the Princess Alexandra Hospital in Brisbane, with
a diagnosis of an extremely severe traumatic brain
injury. The effects were very similar to a major stroke.
I experienced post traumatic amnesia for about four
weeks in total, meaning I couldn’t remember anything
between the accident and four weeks later when I ‘woke
up’. The length of the amnesia is used as a guide for
prognosis and recovery. Suffice to say that four weeks
was a long time and the medical staff didn’t hold out
much hope for me. Apparently, I was a write-off.
Well, you can’t keep a good girl down! I’m currently
in the editing stage of my autobiography, leading up
to the present time. I have titled the manuscript ‘The
Phoenix Rising: One Woman’s Miracle’, and to me, it
is indeed miraculous. I have been blessed to have not
only regained my total cognitive ability (to my preaccident level), but have even surpassed that level. Am I
delusional? I don’t think so.
I have found a publisher for my 300-page manuscript,
which I hope will be in book stores
in about six months. I have set up
my own website where I can keep
everyone informed on the progress
of the book. The address is [www.
thephoenixrising.com.au]. I recently
distributed my new business cards
at the Canungra Classic presentation
night where Jonny Durand won the
competition – as usual. Our sport
is blessed with a most wonderful
assortment of amazing people.

Although I didn’t mention on the night that I had
begun a crowd-funding campaign (because I am not
comfortable with asking anyone for financial help), I
would like to now acknowledge and thank those who
have helped me with this. My thanks to Jonny, Nerada
and Daniel for their amazing help with drafting and
organising the campaign. I plan to host an official book
launch at ‘The Secret Garden’ on the Gold Coast when
the time is right.
Fly far and fly safe!
Helen in Kössen in 1991
Photo: Suzy Gneist
For Flying School aircraft or to conduct maintenance
on an aircraft other than your own:
Obtain the HGFA WM/Rotax Maintenance Endorsement

Helen (front left) with the Australian Women’s HG team
at Kössen in 1991

At Canungra I met up with many club members
from my era, now judged in the veteran section of the
competition. I don’t know many of the younger pilots –
those who were infant children of club members I knew
then are now serving behind the bar on presentation
nights! Yet there are also inter-generational people,
such as Corinna Schwiegershausen, the current Women’s
World Champion, who I flew with at the inaugural
Woman’s World Championships in Kössen, Austria, all
those years ago. (Corinna still graces Australia with her
presence as she makes her annual trek from Germany to
honour the memory of Nick Delane, her partner who was
killed in a towing accident.)
On presentation night, Jonny Durand made sure Drew
Cooper was telephoned to add his infamous presence, in
voice if not in person. (Drewski, now lives in South
Australia with his Austrian partner, Suzanne.) I gave a
brief talk about my history in the sport and my plans
for my forthcoming book. As expected, everyone was
extremely encouraging. I was approached by many new
club members (new to me anyway) who offered their
support for my project.

Courses run by:
Kev MacNally

HGFA WM Technical Officer

Email: <kmacnally@bigpond.com> or check the HGFA on-line forums for
details of the next available courses.
Courses conducted in all States subject to available venues

It seems to me that if

we all support each other,

we can inspire each other to
perform exceptional feats
- or at the very least,
kind and loving feats.

Photo: Suzy Gneist
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News

beautifully engineered and performing gliders with the
utmost durability and safety.
Thank you for your continued support, and we look
forward to welcoming you to our new facilities.
Vicki Cain, Managing Director – Moyes Delta Gliders Pty Ltd

Photo: Nova

Safety Notice: Precautionary Expansion of
the Recall and Solutions
for DELTA Carabiners

In the course of routine tests,
anomalies in strength of the
major axis were observed
in several items. Caused by
inhomogeneous raw material,
minimal stress cracks can
occur at the bending. These
cracks can be tricky to find, because they do not occur
immediately.
After tests and analysis, and consequently to avoid
any risk to our customers, AustriAlpin has decided to
take a precautionary extension of the current recall
‘DELTA carabiner’.
Immediately stop using it!
1. We offer free exchange for new carabiners (if at
least one of the following points applies):
➲➲ Have you recently purchased your carabiner and are
thus still within the three year warranty? (proof of
purchase required)
➲➲ Has the carabiner
been produced in our
tolerance period (last
five years) and has it
one of the following
batch numbers:
II Austrialpin II
II Austrialpin III
III Austrialpin III
00001 or Ø 0001
Immediately stop using it!
Please check the replacement process in point 4.
2. Goodwill solution for obsolescent carabiners (five
years and older):
➲➲ All links have to be eliminated after five years or
1500 hours of usage.
Immediately stop using it!
As a goodwill solution you will get the follow-up
model TROPOS (art.Nr. FD01A) at the special price of
€11.99 (incl. GST).
Even if there is no ostensible risk, these carabiners
are outdated and no longer supposed to be used.
AustriAlpin takes no liability for any further use.
To ensure that all Delta carabiners are actually
removed from the market, AustriAlpin is offering the
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above-mentioned goodwill solution. The promotion is
unique and exclusively in exchange for your old Delta
carabiner. All other AustriAlpin carabiners are NOT
affected by this action.
3. Follow up model:
TROPOS (art.N. FD01A) is the evolution of proscribed
Delta carabiner and distinguish unequivocal:
➲➲ the closure sleeve is black instead of brass-colored
➲➲ the bending radius is visibly increased
➲➲ thus there can be no more stress cracks
Please understand that we will make all necessary
tests before delivering the new carabiner.
4. Exchange process:
Please return all carabiners immediately. We will
replace the returned product as quickly and efficiently
as possible. Please pay postage for the sending, for
the re-called carabiners (see 1), as a compensation
for shipping cost, you will receive a complimentary
AustriAlpin carabiner. For the fairness solutions, we pay
the postage to you.
We will send the exchange as soon as possible, if
your carabiner meets point 2, you will receive an invoice
with your new carabiner, please pay this invoice (€11,99
per piece) as soon as possible.
For more information, contact <recall@austrialpin.
at>. The safety of our customers is of prime importance.
We apologise for the inconvenience of this precautionary
measure and are kindly asking for your understanding
and assistance.
Return address for Asia:
Austrialpin Vertriebs GmbH, Industriezone C-2a,
A-6166 Fulpmes, Austria.
Austrialpin, via Moyes

Moyes Relocation

After 18 years at our existing site, we are relocating our
production, warehousing and administration to a new
facility starting Friday 14 November 2014. This is the
first step in our growth plan with further initiatives to
follow in 2015. To minimise disruption we will stagger
the relocation of all departments throughout November.
Our new location details are: Unit 4/5 Clerke Place,
Kurnell NSW 2231, hone: +61 (0)2 9668 8686.
The team at Moyes are dedicated to continue our
commitment to the sport of hang gliding to make

Santa Cruz Flats 2014

Our Moyes Boys dominate the competition, taking out
all five day wins. Two went to Mike Bilyk, two to Kraig
Coomber and one to Jonny Durand, securing the first
five placings! First Kraig Coomber, 2nd Robin Hamilton,
3rd Mike Bilyk, 4th Jonny Durand, 5th Olav Opsanger –
superb results. Congratulations to all!
More at [www.soaringspot.com/scfr14/results/
flex/total/day5.html].
Vicki Cain, Moyes

Product News

2015 Hang Gliding and Paragliding Calendars

The new USHGPA calendars are now available for order
from our website at [www.ushpa.aero/store.asp].
USHGPA [www.ushpa.aero]

Flytec News

Bräuniger combines with Flytec
Bräuniger has been part of the Swiss enterprise Flytec
for over 10 years. Both companies have sold the same/
similar products, each under their own name. From the
end of 2014 onwards, all new products will be sold under
December 2014 | January 2015

the Flytec name. The current Bräuniger stock will remain
available under their old name. We are combining our
resources behind a single brand to strengthen it.
Nothing will change for our vendors and pilots, they
will keep their old contacts and commercial processes
and can expect the prevailing high standards of quality
and service from us.
Flytec Element
The Bräuniger IQ Basic GPS/Flytec 6015 is in many
respects the perfect first vario for thermal pilots, but
it does have a few shortcomings. We’ve listened to
pilots, instructors and vendors, and have so completely
reworked the instrument that it deserves a new name.
Same casing, more colours, new keyboard design
with simpler labels and easier to feel keys, even with
gloves on. We created more space for important data,
especially the direction indicator and added a Micro USB
connector, allowing standard file-based data exchange.
The new interface brings improved functionality:
Simplified operation, flight data as IGC or Google Earth,
simple airspace warnings, waypoints, airspaces and
software updates can be copied directly, optimised
route guidance for comp tasks, GPS altitude agl. Some of
the new functions will be released as software updates
over the following months.
The price for the Flytec Element will match the Flytec
6015/Bräuniger IQ Basic GPS.
New use for the SensBox
SensBox works perfectly in combination with several
iPhone and Android apps, but only a few pilots realise
that the SensBox can also be used as a stand-alone
vario with IGC recording – this makes it a perfect backup or hike&fly instrument. SensBox is also a first class
datalogger for a huge number of sensor values. An area
of use to many people outside the free flying scene.
We are now looking for outdoor sports enthusiasts
who record their adventures on video, and who’d like to
make these even more attractive with the help of our
SensBox, and developers of sports/outdoor gear who
wish to gain new insights into their prototypes from
data-enriched videos. Contact <info@flytec.ch>.
Flytec

flying and other topics. Technical
articles on how to convert from
paragliding and advice on engine
maintenance and basic repairs.
Apart
from
Deano,
contributors include the ‘Father
of Reflex’ Mike Campbell-Jones,
multiple British Champion and
World Champion Michel Carnet
and Parabatix founder Pascal
Campbell-Jones.
Preview copies have already
won some high praise, with
Red Bull adventure pilot Tom
de Dorlodot saying, “This book
should be at the top of every paramotor pilot’s checklist
– it will make all the difference between becoming a
regular pilot and a smart pilot.”
Available from [www.xcshop.com], schools and
dealers at GB£24.95 plus delivery.
Ed Ewing, Cross Country Magazine

Airborne News
The XT-582 Ezy

The Ezy is a modified
XT-582 Tundra with less
options. We have taken
away the intake and after
silencer, the wheel spats and are using a simpler
modified shock absorber system to reduce the cost.
The Ezy still comes with the cockpit and soft sides
and you can add wheel spats later if you choose. The
Ezy comes standard with the Merlin wing. This is a great
entry level trike that you can own from new creating
your own history and adventure.
Arrow S Wing
The Arrow S coupled with the XT-912 base makes for
a highly developed touring wing with a proven engine
and base design. The Arrow’s strutted design allows
for storage in lower hangars. The Mylar top surface of
the Arrow S adds performance and is easy to keep clean.

All our microlights now come
with Tundra wheels, opening up a
huge range of landing options.
The Arrow range of wings with
their small span offer excellent
control in varying conditions to the
pilot. Read more at [www.airborne.
com.au/pages/microlights-2014xt912-tundra.php].
Arrow K Wing
The Arrow K is our latest generation intermediate
performance king-posted wing and has conventional
king-post and side wires with a Dacron top surface. The
plan form copies the Arrow S based on a smaller span for
better pilot control.
The Arrow K coupled with the lower cost XT-582
Tundra or Outback is a dream to fly and makes for a great
cross-country machine with ample speed range.

Arrow K

T-Lite
The T-Lite now comes
with the Polini Thor 190
engine with electric start.
The engine weighs 15.3kg
and develops 27hp at
7400 rpm.

New Book – ‘Paramotoring – The Essential Guide’

The latest book from the publishing team at Cross
Country. With UK instructor and world record holder
Dean Eldridge at the helm and Cross Country’s Ed Ewing
editing, the book is 230 pages long and features more
than 50 chapters, including hundreds of photographs
and illustrations.
Aimed at just qualifying and qualified pilots, the book
includes chapters on how to execute the perfect forward
launch every time, understand reflex technology, XC
December 2014 | January 2015
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News
Pelican Airport
Airborne is now operating Flight Training from
Pelican aka Belmont Airport [www.facebook.com/
airborneflighttraining]. Located in one of the most
scenic places on the eastern seaboard, the airport has
some amazing history dating back to 1959 when it got
its approval to operate as a commercial landing strip.
Eventually we will move the Airborne factory to the
location, vastly improving business efficiency and help
ing us grow our business further.
Rob Hibberd, Airborne

Swing News

Sensis – Your Sixth Sense
With Sensis, Swing
presents a sophisticated
leisure intermediate for
a broad group of pilots in the mid-LTF/EN-B segment. A
glider with simple and precise handling, combined with
a pleasant damping, pitch stability, high passive safety
and impressive performance.
The Sensis is a balanced fun wing, giving a lot
and asking little. Made for leisure pilots, who want to
enjoy themselves with recreational thermalling and/or
XC flying, as well as fun and freestyle. It is forgiving and
easy to control, even in turbulent air and offers maximum
control while remaining very stable. An elegant, compact
wing, which feels good, almost like flying by itself which
allows you to enjoy your flight experience with all your
senses. Available from October.
CROSS – Squaring the Circle
The Swing Orange Cross combines everything pilots
require from a modern paraglider reserve in a unique
way. It is a cross canopy incorporating the best features
of various types of reserve design.
The cross canopy design is pulled down low and,
via special openings for dynamic pressure distribution,
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Arriba3

achieves a level of pendulum stability not seen before,
even in strong or unfavourable wind conditions. The
innovative concept gives excellent opening times,
while preventing any unwelcome tendency of gliding
upwards. This avoids unnecessary stress for the pilot in
an extreme situation and the low sink rates allow plenty
of time to focus on the landing.
The Swing Team, via Andrew Polidano

Ozone Viper 3 PPG Glider
The Viper 3 is a totally
new design with
several key technical
innovations never seen
before in the paramotor
world, such as the Ozone Shark nose which has brought
an entirely new level of performance to our sport. The
Viper 3 is a classic competition wing, designed for
advanced pilots – it took out the World championship in
2014 in the hands of Alex Mateos.
Woody Valley Light Reversible Wani Harness
The new Woody Valley Wani harness is now in stock
in Australia. It represents a big progression in both
protection, weight and mobility for light, open, reversible
harnesses. The harness structure is similar to the WV
Haska, with a narrow lightweight seatboard and a selfinflating airbag with full protection without the need for
airflow. This creates much better protection and more
positive posture and authority over your glider in the air
than conventional light airbag harnesses.
The other issue that the Wani addresses is the
carry pack: Traditional reversibles invert the back of
the harness as the pack, making a a lesser pack and
damaging the harness as the backpack’s condition
deteriorates. The Wani’s new approach is a dedicated
lightweight pack which is semi-attached to the harness.
The harness is more compact in flight and the pack as
good as possible – the result is a lighter, more compact
pack and a open harness with better protection, flying
capability and comfort.

New from Ozone

Swift 4
At the top of the EN-B
class the Swift 4 is a
light version of the
popular Rush 4. With a
full Shark nose and Enzo
profile, the Swift takes
the performance of the
Rush and adds more
agility, better feel and a
much easier launch – all due to the lighter fabric spec.
It ships with regular 10mm risers and Kevlar
soft links instead of maillons to link the lines to
risers. Available with a choice of the full Ozone range of
packs and custom colours.
Ozone Roadster 2 PPG Glider
The long awaited update
to the Roadster brings
a range of technical
advancements
to
intermediate
PPG
gliders: the Ozone Shark
nose, full reflex profile,
tip steering and trimmers and speed system all in an
agile EN-B certified package with a super easy nil wind
launch.

New releases are available from OneSmallPlanet, the
webshop is now open at [www.onesmallplanet.net].
Gavin Zahner, onesmallplanet

Skywalk News

Mescal4 with
Motor Certification
Skywalk’s glider for
novices and thermal
flying, the Mescal4, is
now also certified for
powered flight. Optional
hybrid risers are
available immediately.
Many paraglider
pilots are looking for a glider that is also suitable for
powered flying and plenty of PPG pilots would love to
have a wing that they can also fly without a motor.
Skywalk has fulfilled both wishes by having the
Mescal4 successfully certified for powered flight. To use
the wing both ways, you just need to install the new
hybrid risers with two mounting points and trimmer –
easily accomplished in less than 20 minutes.
PPG pilots can make adjustments on the hybrid risers
for the height of the motor suspension system, cruise
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speed and torque compensation. This also ensures that the brake handles and lines
are reachable with the use of all popular motors.
When flying without a motor, the lower attachment loops of the risers are
normally used. The trimmers are hooked into the carabiners, which disables their
function. Regardless of how you fly it, the Mescal4 is a simple and easy to fly glider
that combines safety with fun. Take-offs and landings are extremely easy. The weight
range for the three hybrid sizes S, M and L cover the entire spectrum from 70/100 to
130/150kg weight ranges.
Arriba3 – The Lightweight Allrounder
With the new Arriba3, Skywalk offers a lightweight model that combines the
versatility of the Tequila4 with the demands of a top-modern, lightweight wing.
The Tequila4’s performance is currently unmatched in the low level EN-B category.
Skywalk co-owner Armin Harich demonstrated this with a 303km flight this year.
With the Arriba3, Skywalk introduces a lightweight model based on the Tequila4
that is quite literally the lightest way to get airborne. Light material and thin lines
reduce the weight by more than one kilogram compared to the Tequila4: 1100g (size
M/85-100kg, loaded to 115kg TO weight) translates to easier launches and an even
more compact packing volume.
The Arriba3 boasts even slightly better performance thanks to the lower drag
of its thinner lines. Designed not to max out the lightweight category, but rather to
remain 100% suitable for daily use, this is the ideal glider for all pilots who like to hike
up to launch, prefer a lightweight glider for XC flying or like to travel with lightweight
and compact equipment. For this reason, the glider construction is robust. High
quality materials and perfect workmanship guarantee that this wing will bring last
for a long time. Combined with Skywalk’s lightweight Flex or Range Air harness and
Pepper Light reserve, you can put together a feather-light kit weighing under 8kg!
In addition to the compression band, risers sleeve and inner bag, you can choose
between the Hike 80L mountain rucksack and the normal S rucksack.
Mare info at [www.skywalk.info].
Manfred Kistler, Skywalk

Gin Gliders GTO 2

The GTO 2 is a high performance wing, suitable
for a wide range of experienced XC pilots‚ from
improving, ambitious pilots, transitioning from
Sports class, to competition pilots who wish to
fly a more compact wing
within a wider comfort
zone. The GTO 2 slots into the Gin range between the Carrera (performance) and
Boomerang 10 (competition).
The GTO 2 shares two important characteristics with its earlier namesake: the
wing broadly appeals to the same group of experienced XC pilots and the design
features are strongly influenced by the technology from our Boomerang series of
competition gliders.
Take-offs in the widest variety of flyable conditions are possible and the precise
control at low speeds provides an extra safety margin, especially when landing out
in unforgiving terrain. Due to the EPT airfoil and optimised sail tension, the GTO 2 is
compact, cohesive and precise in the turn with an exceptional climb rate. On glide, the
wing is comfortable in normal turbulence and stable at speed. With an aspect ratio
close to 7, the GTO 2 has the glide performance to get you to the next thermal ahead
of the pack. You can keep your mind on the route and kick back and enjoy the view.
Weight reduction was an important consideration in the development of the GTO
2. With the strategic use of the latest Porcher Sport Skytex 32g and 27g materials
and advanced construction techniques, we were able to achieve increased structural
strength whilst also improving the overall flight behaviour.
The GTO 2 is a well-finished wing that will appeal to competitively-minded XC
pilots who like to fly far and travel light.
Phil Hystek, Paragliding Queensland
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through the risers and make very tiny movements with
your brakes to feel your way into lifty air.
Instructor and alpine guide Kelly Farina has been
flying for years and chooses to fly low aspect wings
over competition wings, and reminds us that, “a good
line on an intermediate paraglider will outperform a
high performance glider on a bad line every time.” Go
downwind as much as possible and definitely don’t race
the others. Just concentrate on yourself and picking the
right lines for your wing. You can overtake competition
wings with the right lifty lines.
And that’s satisfying.

4. Climb right to the top

You won’t be able to glide as far, so altitude is way more
important than distance. The trick then is to really learn
to work each climb right to the top. It’s like the last few
hundred feet to base are your golden time. Though it
feels time to rush off, you have to really soak up the best
of the climb on an A before picking a really close next
target. Spend your time coring the climb, and in time
you’ll free up some space to think about your next move.

5. Avoid sink

The XCFiles

Tips and tuition for paragliding
and hang gliding pilots – from
beginner to expert, there’s something for everyone.

Photo: Courtesy Advance

Learning To Fly Cross-Country On An EN-A

Stay high and under cumulus, or milky patches to stay in
good air, and stay on the upwind side of clouds. You don’t
get so many plan B, C or Ds because you don’t have the
reach, so fly conservatively. In lifty air paragliders are
amazing – they glide for miles. But in sink it’s a different
game. I keep forgetting just how slowly we fly, and how
quickly the clouds we head for can turn from mushroom
dead certs to fat lumps of decay. Really, at 35km/h, we’re

not going any faster than a road bike. And when you’re
spending time in horrible sinky air, it really hurts. That’s
why high performance wings have such an advantage –
they can cut faster and flatter through the slabs of sink,
which drag lower performance wings down like weights
of concrete.

6. Keep learning

To keep learning, make it your goal to keep learning. A
lot of us get lazy, and think we’ll get better just by going
flying. We don’t. We need to learn from our mistakes
and set ourselves goals. Some might be, ‘stay in the air
for two hours’, ‘get right to cloudbase’ or
‘practise gliding on half speedbar’. Jot down some
thoughts after each flight, and read them before your
next one, so your learning is a continuous thread.
When you think you’re ready to change to a higher
performance wing, stop and ask yourself which of these
you haven’t yet done… and ask yourself again if you’re
really ready. Have you flown a few XCs? Done an SIV
course? Ridden a leeside thermal that feels like it wants
your wing anywhere but in the core? Glided on full bar at
cloudbase? Because you’re only holding yourself back if
you haven’t yet mastered these skills on an EN-A first.

Need To Know

➲ Your EN-A wing is very capable of being flown

cross-country – the pilot is the deciding factor.

This article is reproduced courtesy of Cross Country
and is from ‘Fifty Ways to Fly Better’ by Bruce
Goldsmith and friends, available from [www.xcshop.
com] and dealers.

➲ A good pilot on a basic wing will always outfly
a bad pilot on a higher performance wing.

➲ Feeling comfortable on a wing means you will
fly it better – without a doubt.

➲ Don’t feel pressured to ‘upgrade’ too soon – put
100 hours on your first wing, SIV it, go XC on it.

Photo: Courtesy Shane Gingell

Hugh Miller explains why your first wing is your most impor- the strongest centre of the thermal core, while the
sailplanes fly orbits around us in the weaker lift. The
tant one.
same principle applies to EN-A wings. The right pilot
from Cross Country magazine [www.xcmag.com]

Y

our first wing is your most important one. It
is the bedrock of your flying career. You need
to be totally comfortable on as safe a wing as
possible as you slowly become familiar with the strange,
turbulent, ever-changing world of the sky.
And with a modern EN-A glider, you have the perfect
wing to do just that. EN-As climb as well – if not
better – than other classes of wing, and I believe offer
better ‘real’ performance for early pilots than any other.
Simply put, they look after themselves and let you get
on with the job of learning to fly really well. They’re
brilliant fun, too. I’ve flown recent XCs on an EN-A, EN-C
and competition wing: the EN-A was by far the most
enjoyable wing, dispelling all my ideas of dull handling.
It was pure joy.
Some would say you shouldn’t move on from
your first wing until you’ve perfected your launches,
thermalled it to base, set off on your first XCs and finally
wrung the life out of it on an SIV course.
The reasoning is this: as a new pilot, your workload in
the air is phenomenally high. You have so much to think
about to stay safe.
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During your first 200 hours, you’re looking to convert
as much of that workload to intuition as possible, so the
basics – ground-handling, glider control, thermalling
and gliding efficiently and safely on speedbar – become
second-nature. This’ll allow you to free up some mental
space to deal with decisionmaking, route-planning and
so on – and only then are you ready to fly a higher
aspect wing.
Indeed, most pilots move on from their first wing
far, far too quickly, sold on the empty promise of ‘better
performance’, when in reality they would progress far
quicker and become more natural pilots by flying their
first wing to the absolute limit of their capabilities first.
Here are some pointers on flying a lower performance
wing really well.

1. Learn to climb well

Low aspect wings climb tighter in the core than higher
aspect wings. You can spin them up on a sixpence (and
that’s a figure of speech – no spins on my account, ok?),
and crank them inside their higher aspect counterparts.
That’s why paragliders can outclimb sailplanes,
despite their much poorer sink rates. We fly right in

should be able to outclimb competition wings with them.

2. Learn to ride low saves

Low aspect wings are easier to catch low saves with.
Because they don’t move about much, you can concentrate
on the feel of the thermal. There’s less ‘wing’ between
you and the air. Rather than being busy managing a
higher aspect wing, you’re free to feel where your wing
is being pulled and go with it. EN-As can help you find the
core more easily. They’re trimmed so they’re really pitch
stable, so you don’t get so buffeted around in turbulence,
meaning you can dial in really steady 360s.
You’ll need to learn to ride low saves, as you may well
end up lower than your friends after each glide – but it’s
an essential skill.

3. Fly good lines

Your glide and speed won’t be as good as pilots on high
aspect Bs and Cs, so you have to learn to feel ‘lifty’ lines
of air. They do exist.
Competition pilot Nick Greece has this to say:
“Following lines requires a feeling that is so ‘black art’ that
it is impossible to put down in words what we are doing on
a line sniff.” Intrigued? Get practising! Some hints: listen
to your vario, and glide hands-up. Feel the subtle shifts
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Events Calendar

2014

Tow Endorsement Course
27 to 30 December*

Held in the beautiful valley of Gloucester for a maximum
number of 10 pilots. We are the only course teaching both payin and pay-out towing. Cost is $250 plus airstrip fees. Contact:
<Roger@Skyoutparagliding.com> for more information or to
book your place. Note: *weather dependent on which day
we start.

2015
January

Forbes Flatlands Australian HG Nationals

Corryong PG Open
15 to 21 February

Corryong NSW. AAA sanction. Organiser: David Gibbs
<djgibbs67@gmail.com>, [www.corryongopen.org].

NSW HG State Titles
15 to 21 February

Manilla NSW. AA sanction, Cat 2 event, organised by Newcastle
HG Club. Practice day: 14 February. Registrations online at
[www.nswst.com.au].

WA State HG Championship
22 to 28 February

Leon’s tow paddock at Westonia WA. AA sanction, Cat 1. See:
[www.goldfieldsdustdevils.com/wa-comps---2015.html].
Organiser: Richard Breyley 0417 986896, <richard.breyley@
matsa.com.au>.

Tasmania
Drifter Tour

1 to 8 January

Forbes Airstrip, Forbes NSW. AAA sanction, Cat 2 event
organised by the Sydney Hang Gliding Club. Eight days of
competition flying plus one practice day, Practice day/
Registration: 31 December 2014. All pilots are welcome
at Australia’s premier competition for the 9th consecutive
year! Four classes: Open, Women’s (Forbes), A-Grade and
Sports Class. Online registration opens 8am, 1 September
2014. Contact: <fly@forbesflatlands.com> or [www.
forbesflatlands.com].

February 2015

Three years of tours
morphing into an ultimate Tassie flying expedition [www.
warrenwindsports.com.au/events].

March
SIV with Jocky Sanderson

SIV 1: 14 to 17 March & SIV 2: 19 to 22 March

Corryong HG Cup
11 to 17 January

Mt Elliott, Corryong VIC. B-grade HG comp, organised by
Newcastle Hang Gliding Club. Practice day: 10 January.
Registrations online at [www.corryongcup.com] open at 8pm
1 September 2014. Be ready it took just 30 minutes to fill up
the registration list last year!

Learn with Sydney Paragliding and the most experienced
SIV instructor in the world, Jocky Sanderson. Courses are
three days in duration with a 4th day reserved in case of bad
weather. Max. group size 10 pilots, so book early to avoid
disappointment. Contact <Jocky@Jockysanderson.com> or
<Roger@SydneyParagliding.com>.

HGFA Document
Map System
HGFA Document Map Register has been
developed to create a version control
system for all HGFA Forms, Manuals, and
Syllabus, which will allow all to view and
access the HGFA documentation structure.
Due to recent Entry Control Procedures
placed by CASA, the HGFA Document
Map will assist in meeting compliance
obligations.
All current documents are available on the
HGFA website on the ‘Forms’ page.

[www.hgfa.asn.au] – ‘Forms’
The objective is to ensure the correct
Version Control is used at all times by
members, HGFA Instructors and HGFA
National Office.
Current Version: v2.0 Oct 2012
HGFA Office Manager

XC Tow Safari with Jocky Sanderson

XC Camp 2015

31 January to 7 February
Mt Borah, Manilla NSW. Free event for XC pilots of all levels.
Informal distances are scored using your choice of online
system or straight line Open Distance off your GPS. Come
for as many days as you like, fly as far as you can, fly with
and learn from some of the best XC pilots. Many pilots
achieve PBs in Manilla each year. Mt Borah has four huge
astro-turfed launches for nearly all wind directions, easy
landings, developed for the 2007 Worlds. The Manilla area
offers some of the world’s safest XC flying for all pilot levels,
from novice to expert, with some thermalling experience.
Daily weather briefings by Godfrey Wenness, tips and trick
sessions, campfire discussions, regular day prizes and scoring
updates in all classes (Fun/Sport/Serial). Open Class gliders
are welcome to attend but won’t be scored. Camping ($7/
night, $9/night powered), cabins available on site, new cafe
and licensed bar, two camp kitchens, BBQ, swimming pool.
Contact: <godfrey@flymanilla.com>.

NZ Paragliding Open
31 January to 7 February

Wanaka, NZ. Paragliding cross-country competition FAI Cat 2
event. More information on [www.pgopen.org.nz].

February
Bright PG Open
7 to 13 February
Photo: Rory Duncan

Mystic, Bright VIC. AAA sanction, Cat 2 event. Organiser: Brian
Webb 0417 530972, <brianmwebb@alpineinfotech.com.au>,
[www.brightopen.org].
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24 to 28 March

XC clinic through the NSW Flatlands with Jocky and the Team.
Learn to maximise your flying and improve your distances
with daily tasks and challenges, briefings, video debriefs
and lectures. Last year we flew XC four out of four days,
where six pilots flew new PBs. Max. group size 15 pilots with
four guides, two cars and two winches. Contact <Jocky@
Jockysanderson.com> or <Roger@SydneyParagliding.com>.

Visiting Pilot Pre-paid (Blue)
Membership – Policy Change
The HGFA Committee of Management
passed a motion at its 4/2/2014
meeting that effects a change in
policy regarding ‘Prepaid Visiting Pilot
Membership’ applications.
Motion Passed: That the HGFA remove
Pre-Paid Visiting Membership Applications
– commencing immediately.
Visiting Pilot Membership Applications
are available as follows:
1. VPM Online Member Services available:
	Got to [www.hgfa.asn.au] and select
or
2.	Hard Copy > Forms are available from
[hgfa.asn.au] website under ‘Forms’
and complete the following:
•	MEM-02 HGFA Visiting Pilot
Membership Application
•	MEM-07 HGFA Release Assumption
of Risk & Warning – Oct2012
• Include a scanned copy of current
credentials
HGFA Office Manager

16-hour WM/Rotax
Maintenance Courses
Why do I need to do one?

WM/Rotax Maintenance Course
Belmont, NSW. Date to be confirmed.

April
Birchip Flatter than the Flatlands
3 to 6 April (Easter)

Birchip, VIC. Hang glider pilots are invited to the 23rd Flatter
than the Flatlands cross-country towing competition. The
event will be conducted over the four-day Easter long
weekend. Entry fee is $80 and includes map, daily prizes,
presentation BBQ, scoring, goal beers and lots of fun. GPS and
parachute required. Discount available for teams with a first
time pilot. Contact: Wesley Hill 0408 305943, <wes.hill@
yahoo.com.au>, [www.sacra.biz/fttf].

Dalby Big Air
12 to 18 April

Dalby Aerodrome, Dalby QLD. Dalby Hang Gliding Club invites
you to a week of great flying and fun at the AA sanctioned,
Cat 2 Big Air. All pilots MUST have an aerotow endorsement
with previous aerotow experience and be current HGFA or
temporary HGFA members. Entry fee is $475 and includes all
tows (including practice day), T-shirt, hat and presentation
dinner. A $75 non -refundable deposit is required to secure a
place. Entries are limited to 50 pilots so get in early! For more
information and to register please go to our new website at
[www.dalbybigair.com].
December 2014 | January 2015

Find out how to ensure
that the maintenance
that you are doing
is correct and current.

Contact Kev MacNally
<kmacnally@bigpond.com>
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PO Box 6260, Hallifax St, Adelaide SA <sahga.
exec@gmail.com>. Pres: Stuart McClure
0428 100796; Sec/Trs: Rob Woodward
0408 808436.

Tasmanian HG & PG Association

All clubs please check details in this section carefully

Could all clubs please ensure they maintain the correct and current details
of their Executive Committees and contacts here in the magazine. Specific
attention is directed to the listing of SSOs and SOs for the clubs.

All clubs and nominated Senior SOs and SOs

All correspondence, including
changes of address, membership renewals, short term
memberships, rating forms
and other administrative
matters should be sent to:

HGFA National Office
4c/60 Keilor Park Drive, Keilor Park VIC
3042, & 03 93367155, fax: 03 93367177
<office@hgfa.asn.au>, [www.hgfa.asn.au].

HGFA Operations Manager
John Twomey & 0417 644633 < john.twomey@

hgfa.asn.au> <manager.operations@hgfa.asn.au>.

HGFA Administrative Manager
Trene Randles & 03 9336 7155 <office@hgfa.
asn.au> <trene.randles@hgfa.asn.au>.

➲ F or information about site ratings, sites
and other local matters, contact the appro
priate State associations, region or club.

HGFA Committee
of Management
Pres: Greg Lowry <president@hgfa.asn.au>
<greg.lowry@hgfa.asn.au> & 0400 759105.
V-Pres: Brett Coupland <vicepresident@hgfa.
asn.au> <brett.coupland@hgfa.asn.au>.
Sec: Sun Nickerson <secretary@hgfa.asn.au>
<sun.nickerson@hgfa.asn.au> & 0466 399850.
Trs: Grant Cassar <treasurer@hgfa.asn.au>
<grant.cassar@hgfa.asn.au>.
Committee Members:
Alex Jones <alex.jones@hgfa.asn.au>.
Brian Webb <brian.webb@hgfa.asn.au>
& 0417 530972.
Peter Allen <peter.allen@hgfa.asn.au>.
Rick Williams <rick.williams@hgfa.asn.au>.
Committee: <committee@hgfa.asn.au>.
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States

HGFA

Please confirm all SSO and SO appointments with the HGFA Office
<office@hgfa.asn.au> to ensure that those holding these appointments
have it listed on the Membership Database and can receive notices and
correspondence as required. Appointment of these officers is required
to be endorsed by clubs in writing on the appropriate forms. Sometime in the future if
confirmation is not received, those listed in the database where no current forms or
confirmation is held, the appointment will be taken as having expired.

Regions
ACT HG & PG Association

[www.acthpa.org]. Pres: Alistair
Dickie <alnrelly@gmail.com> 0422
970408; V-Pres: Geoff Robertson
<geoffrobertson@grapevine.com.
au>; Trs: Aimee Nizette <treasurer.
acthpa@gmail.com>; Sec: Zhenshi
van der Klooster <zhenshi@mac.com>;
Committee: Dave Hanna <newgenisus@
gmail.com>; Howard Taylor <howardtaylor.
ad@gmail.com>. Meetings: 1st Tue/month
7.30pm Canberra Labor Club, Weston Creek.

Hang Gliding Association of WA Inc.

PO Box 146, Midland, WA 6936 <hgawa@
hgfa.asn.au>. Pres: Peter South 0417 930142
<ronwaysouth@yahoo.com.au>; V-Pres:
Tom Marwick; Sec: Richard Breyley 0417
986896 <richardbreyley@iinet.net.au>; Trs:
Sam Clark; Club Reps: Simon Shuttleworth
(Albany), Richard Breyley (Dust Devils), Mike
Duffy (Western Soarers), Rick Williams (Hill
Flyers), Aron Crowhurst (Non Club Rep).

NSW Hang Gliding & Paragliding Association

PO Box 1238, Baulkham Hills NSW 1755
<executive@nswhpa.org>. Pres: Ralf Gittfried
<president@nswhpa.org> 0466 566288;
V-Pres/PO: Nir Eshed <Vice-President@
nswhpa.org> 0423 422494; Sec: Fred Crous
<Secretary@nswhpa.org> 0425 227 075;
Trs: Graeme Cran <treasurer@nswhpa.org>
0487 205171; Committee: Brett Coupland,
David Holmes, Tony Dennis, Chris Clements,
Allan McMillan, Louis Klein, Michael Stott.

North Queensland State Association

PO Box 608, Kuranda QLD 4881. Pres: Bob
Hayes 0438 710882 <flying@cairnshang
glidingclub. org>; V-Pres: Daniel Keech 0427
888893 <dkeech1@hotmail.com>; Sec/Trs:
Tracey Hayes, PO Box 608, Kuranda QLD 4881,
0418 963796 <info@azurephotography.
com>; PG rep: Brett Collier 0431 151150.

Queensland Hang Gliding Association

PO Box 61, Canungra QLD 4275. Pres: Kenneth
Hill 0418 188655 <ken@hanggliding
queensland.com>, Sec/Trs: Rod Stead 0428
132215 <roderick.stead@rpsgroup.com.au>.

PO Box 268, Lindisfarne TAS 7015, [THPA.
org.au]. Pres: Ramon Brasnja 0419 652693
<beatclepto@hotmail.com>; V-Pres: Keith
Wales 0407 516845 <giligan42@hotmail.
co.uk>; Sec/Trs: Rob Steane 0418 146137
<robsteane@netspace.net.au>.

Victorian HG & PG Association

PO Box 157, Northcote VIC 3070, [www.vhpa.
org.au]. Pres: Rob van der Klooster 0408 335
559 <president@vhpa.org.au>; Sec: Stephen
Norman 0407 250571 <secretary@vhpa.
org.au>; Trs: Stephen Leake 0409 553401
<treasurer@vhpa.org.au; SO: Kevin Grosser
0419 022225 <safetyofficer@vhpa.org.au;
Site Dev. Officer: Mark Pike 0408 801356
<mark.pike@baesystems.com>; Committee:
Brian Webb 0417 530972 <brianmwebb@
alpineinfotech.com.au>; Jan Bennewitz (Web
master) 0423 139923 <jan.bennewitz@
gmail.com>; Anthony Meechan 0407 163796
<meeks65@yahoo.com.au>; Nigel Streeter
<nstreeter@bigpond.com>.

Clubs

Contacts

South Australian HG/PG/ML Association

New South Wales
Blue Mountains HG Club Inc.

[bmhgc.blogspot.com] Pres: Jan
Tupy 0425 228286 <jan@mta
travel.com.au>; Sec: Alexander Drew
0423 696677 <revant01@yahoo.
com.au>; Trs: Michael Roelens 0406
523841 <michael.roelens@gmail.
com>, 0407 814524; SSO: HG – Allan Bush
0407 814524 <bethandallen@bigpond.
com>, PG – Che Golus 0429 432031 <chegolus
@gmail.com>. Meetings: Contact President.

Central Coast Sky Surfers

PO Box 3106, Bateau Bay NSW 2261, [www.
centralcoastskysurfers.com]. Pres: Rod Burke
0401 923923 <president@centralcoast
skysurfers.com>; V-Pres: Javier Alvarez 0418
116681 <vice president@centralcoastsky
surfers.com>; Sec: Geoff Bednal 0418 468
065 <secretary@centralcoastskysurfers.
com>; Trs: Phillip Wheen <treasurer@central
coastskysurfers.com>, SSOs: Javier Alvarez
0418 116681 <mediacentralcoastsky
surfers.com>, John Harriott 0412 442705
<nationalparksliaisoncentralcoastskysurfe
rs.com>. Meetings: 1st Thu/month, 7:30pm,
Erina Leagues Club, Ilya Ave, Erina.

East Oz Microlight Club Inc.

PO Box 27, Morpeth NSW 2321. Pres: Raymond
Sparkes 0433 917011; V-Pres: Andrew Swan
0421 204695; Sec: Jeanette Sparkes 0404
487802; Trs: Wayne Perry 0427 383803.

Illawarra Hang Gliding Club Inc.

27a Paterson Rd, Coalcliff NSW 2508. Pres:
Frank Chetcuti 0418 252221 <chetcuti1
@bigpond.com>; Sec: John Parsons; SSO: Tim
Causer 0418 433665 <timcau@ozemail.com.au>.

Kosciusko Alpine Paragliding Club

[www.homestead.com/kapc]; Pres: Michael
Porter 0415 920444 <porter.michael60@
gmail.com>; V-Pres/SSO: James Ryrie 0417 491
150 <James@Micalago.com>; Sec: Mark Elston
0428 480820 <elston.mark@gmail.com>.

Lake Macquarie Flyers Club Inc.

Pres: Stephen Robertson 0457 123102;
V-Pres: Krizzo Becker 0420 479008; Sec/Trs:
Paul Cox 0421 072897.

Manilla SkySailors Club Inc.

PO Box 1, Manilla NSW 2346, [www.mss.org.
au]. Pres/SSO (PG): Godfrey Wenness 02 6785
6545 <godfrey@flymanilla.com>, V-Pres/Sec/
Trs: Bob Smith 0428 317735 <bobskisan@gm
ail.com>, SSOs: Mark Russell 0434 895185 (HG).

Mid North Coast Flyers Inc

470 Ocean Drive, Laurieton NSW 2443 [www.
midnorthcoastflyers.com.au] <mncflyers@
hotmail.com>. Pres: Daniel Rose 0411 897255;
V-Pres: Murray Dawes 0487 177928, Sec:
Phil Searle 0418 448645. Site info: SSO David
Wainwright 0429 844961 or SSO Chris Rogers
0407 918099.

Newcastle Hang Gliding Club

93 Wommara Ave, Belmont Nth NSW 2280;
[www.nhgc.asn.au]. Pres: Peter Swift
0412 879960 <president@nhgc.asn.
au>; V-Pres: Dustan Hansen 0402 791231
<vicepresident@nhgc.asn.au>; Sec: Frans
Henskens 0406 344514 <secretary@nhgc.
asn.au>; Trs: Allan McMillan 0400 637070
<treasurer@nhgc.asn.au>; SOs: John Dingle
(Coast) 0411 100884, Don Gardner (Inland)
0425 304624; Newsletter: <editor@nhgc.
asn.au>. Meetings: Last Wed/month 7:30pm
South Newcastle RLC, Llewellyn St, Merewether.

Newcastle Paragliding Club

Pres: Neil Bright 0412 689067 <tojofly@
iprimus.com.au>; V-Pres: Robert Lackner
0407 934808 <rlackner@bigpond.net.
au>; Sec: Andrew Burchell 0403 772563
<andrewburchell1@gmail.com>; Trs: Joshua
Ludwick & Adam Andrews; SSO: Bob Lane
0490 349441 <bob.lane55@hotmail.
com>. Contact: Andrew Dempsey <andrew_
stuckbackhereinaustralia@yahoo.com.au>.
Meetings: Last Tue/month, 7pm, Hexham
Bowling Club.

Northern Beaches Hang Gliding Club Inc

Unit 8, 8 Parriwi Road, Mosman NSW 2088.
Pres: Ray Firth 0425 314735 <rayfirth@gmail.
com>; V-Pres: Michael Lamb 0422 611318
<lamykiwi@optusnet.com.au>; Sec: Gregory
Evans 0422 688491 <evans100@optusnet.
com.au>; Trs: Alan Taylor 0434 882834
<alan@2t4l.com>; SSO: Doug Sole 0412
728959 <dougsole@optusnet.com.au>.

Northern Rivers HG & PG Club

PO Box 126, Byron Bay NSW 2481; [www.
nrghpgc.net], <nrhgphc@gmail.com>. Pres:
Mick Hill 0416 286626 [mick.kingscliff
trading@gmail.com]; V-Pres: Brian Rushton
0427 615950 <byronair@optusnet.com.au>;
Sec: Gavin Hartel <nrhgpgc@gmail.com>; Trs:
James McEwan 0437 368999 <nrhgpgc@
gmail.com>; Sites: Col Rushton 0458 120010
<colinrushton@upnet.com.au>; Council
Liaison: Neil Mersham 0408 441742 <neil_
mersham@hotmail.com>; SSO (PG): Lindsay
Wooten 0427 210993 <lindsaywootten@
bigpond.com>; SSO (HG): Andrew Polidano
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0428 666843 <andrew@poliglide.com>;
PR: Jan Smith 0438 876926 <jansmith.
cloudnine@gmail.com>. Meetings: Byron Bay
RSL Club, 7pm, 2nd Fri/month.

Canungra Hang Gliding Club Inc.

Pres: Brett Coupland 0409 162616 <brett@
ppgaustralia.com>; V-Pres: Tony Dennis 0418
574068 <fly@trikefan.com>; Sec: William
Olive 0412 423133 <William.Olive@hne
health.nsw.gov.au>; Trs: John Jablonskis
0407 935785 <johnjj27@hotmail.com>.

PO Box 41, Canungra QLD 4275; [www.chgc.
asn.au]. Pres: Sim Bailey 0418 440117
<president@chgc.asn.au>; V-Pres/SSO HG:
Ken Hill 0418 188655 <vicepresident@
chgc.asn.au>; Sec/ Grants Officer: Gregory
Moczynski 0438 253685 <secretary@chgc.
asn.au>; Trs: Steve Monson 0407 597096
<treasurer@chgc.asn.au>; Grants Officer:
Matt Cage 0410 589800; SSO PG: Phil Hystek
0418 155317, 07 55434000 (h), Brandon
O’Donnell 0416 089889.

The Pico Club Inc. (Paramotor Club)

Capricornia Paraflyers Inc

NSW Sky Hawks

[www.thepico.com.au]. Pres: Andrew
Shipley 0407 511451; V-Pres: Justin Shaw
0407 884351 <jkshaw1@gmail.com>; Sec:
Jos Weemaes 0488 693788; Trs: Andrew
McCarthy <natmarks@tpg.com.au>; PO: Jeff
Hoffmann 0429 206233 <jandlhoffman@
bigpond.com>; Web: Andrew Shipley 0407
511451 <andrewshipley@netspace.net.au>.

Stanwell Park Hang Gliding & Paragliding Club

PO Box 258 Helensburgh NSW 2508, [www.
flystanwell.com]; Pres/Trs: Peter Ffrench
0403 076149 <president@flystanwell.com>
<treasurer@flystanwell.com>; V-Pres: Fred
Smeaton 0402 808031; Sec: Mark Mitsos
0408 864083 <secretary@flystanwell.
com>; SSO: Mark Mitsos 0408 864083
<SSO@flystanwell.com>.

Sydney Hang Gliding Club

[www.sydneyhangglidingclub.org.au] <shgc
@live.com.au>. Pres/SO: Ken Stothard
<kstothar@optusnet.com.au>; V-Pres: Vicki
Cain <Vicki@moyes.com.au>; Sec: Adrian
Bannister <adrian.bannister@yahoo.com.au>;
Trs: John Selby <jselby@pivit.net.au>; SSO:
Doug Sole <dougsole@optusnet.com.au>.
Meetings: Juniors @ the Junction, Anzac Pde,
Maroubra, 8pm 3rd Wed/month.

Sydney Paragliding & Hang Gliding Club

PO Box 840, Mona Vale NSW 2103 [www.
flysydney.org]. Pres: Kirsten Seeto 0450
887857 <kirsten.flys@gmail.com>; V-Pres:
Martin Joyce 0411 407974 <cemjoy@gmail.
com>; Sec: Nicholas Loveday 0434 057727
<nicholas.loveday@me.com>; Trs: Sundra
John <sundrajohn@gmail.com>; Committee:
Sarah Pitchford, James Mills, Greg Hurst,
David Holmes; SSO-PG: David Holmes 0408
366505 <ny_studios@hotmail.com>; SSOPPG: Brett Coupland 0409 162616 <brett@
ppgaustralia.com>; SSO-HG: Rohan Taylor
0425 268080 <rohantaylor@yahoo.com>.
Meeting: Harbord Bowling Club, Bennett St,
Freshwater, 7pm, 1st Tue/month (except
January).

Queensland
Caboolture Microlight Club

50 Oak Place, Mackenzie QLD 4156. Pres:
Derek Tremain 07 33957563 <derekjo@gil.
com.au>; Sec: John Cresswell 07 34203254
<crezzi@lineone.net>; SO: Graham Roberts
07 32676662 <trike@tpg.com.au>.

Cairns Hang Gliding Club

PO Box 661 Smithfield QLD 4878 <flying@
cairnshangglidingclub.org>, [www.cairnshang
glidingclub.org]. Pres: Vanessa Spark
<maxidog6@bigpond.com>; Sec: Tracey Hayes
<info@azurephotography.com.au>; Trs: Daniel
Keech <dkeech1@hotmail.com>; Committee:
Ted Powell, Brod Osborne, Joe Reyes.
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C/O Shayne Towers-Hammond, 3 Waterline
Way, Rosslyn QLD 4703. Pres/SSO:
Shayne Towers-Hammond 0434 544148
<shayne.16@hotmail.com>; Sec: Bill
Gonch; Trs: Fraser Strain; SOs: Fraser
Strain, Kent Gosden; CFI: Jean-Luc Lejaille
<rainbow_flyer@hotmail.com> 0418 754157.

Central Queensland Skyriders Club Inc.

’The Lagoons’ Comet River Rd, Comet QLD
4702. Pres: Alister Dixon (instructor) 0438
845119, <apdixon@bigpond.com>; Sec: James
Lowe 0418 963315 <j.lowe@cqu.edu.au>;
Trs: Adrienne Wall 07 49362699 <jaw12@
bigpond.com>; Events: Jon Wall 0427 177
237 <jonathon.a.wall@team.telstra.com>;
SSO: Bob Pizzey 0439 740187, 07 49387607.
Towing Biloela: Paul Barry 07 49922865
<prbarry@tpg.com.au>.

Conondale Cross-Country Club

[www.conondaleflyers.asn.au/] Pres: Shane
Gingell 0417 619167 <fly@SEQparagliding.
com>; V-Pres: James Barr 0400 774153
<jimmibarr@gmail.com>; Sec: Brett Jensen 0417
792840 <jeno72au@yahoo.com>; Trs: Dave Todd
0400 774153 <Chameleon076@gmail.com>.

Dalby Hang Gliding Club

13 Cottman St, Buderim QLD 4556. Pres: Bruce
Crerar <annie.bruce@bigpond.com>; Sec/Trs:
Annie Crerar 0418 711821 <annie.bruce@
bigpond.com>; SSO: Bruce Crerar.

Duaringa Flying Club Inc

PO Box 76, Duaringa QLD 4712. Pres: Paul
Barry 0499 22865 <prbarry@tpg.com.
au>; Sec/Trs: Tim Osborn 0499 310902
<Timothy.J.Osborn@bigpond.com.au>

Fly Killarney Inc

[http://fly-killarney.com.au/]. Pres: Scott
Farrell 0439 754303 <scott308@rocketmail.
com>; V-Pres: Dave Gibbs; Trs/Sec: Paul
McCullough <plrmcc@yahoo.com.au>.

Paradise Flyers Inc.

Pres: Ben Darke 0418 753220 <ben@water
bed.com.au>; Sec: Brett Paull 0435 203153
<101airbourne@gmail.com>; Trs: Grant Cassar
07 33327535 <grantcassar@iinet.net.au>.

Sunshine Coast Sports Aviators Inc.

PO Box 227, Rainbow Beach QLD 4581; <para
glidingsunshinecoast.com>. Pres: John Vasta
<president@paraglidingsunshinecoast.
com>; V-Pres & SSO (HG): Dave Cookman 0427
498753; Trs: Mike Edgson; Sec: Paul Green
0412 376719; SSO (PG): Jean-Luc Lejaille
0418 754157, 07 54863048.

Wicked Wings Toowoomba HG & PG Club

[www.wickedwings.com.au]. Pres: Joe
Colfs 0422 587636 <joe_colfs@hotmail.
com>; V-Pres: Brendan McKenzie, 0401
769712 <brendan86@live.com.au>; Trs:
Craig Dunn; Sec: Sonya Fardell 0415 156256.
<soyafardell@yahoo.com.au>.

Whitsundays Hang Gliding Club

Sec/Trs: Ron Huxhagen 07 49552913, fax:
07 49555122 <sitework@bigpond.net.au>.

Northern Territory
Alice Springs Hang Gliding & Paragliding Club

Alice Springs NT 0870. Pres: Richard Binstead
0422 956967 <rbinstead@gmail.com>.

Victoria
Dynasoarers Hang Gliding Club

Victorian Air Hogs

[http://groupspaces.com/AirHogs], Forum:
[http://skypirates.freeforums.org/]. Club
for WSM, PPG & PHG pilots. Contact: Bohdan
Philippa <bohdan392@gmail.com>.

Western Victorian Hang GIiding Club

PO Box 92, Beaufort VIC 3373, [www.wvhgc.
org]. Pres: Dean Bayley 0408 548651; V-Pres:
Greg Beglehole 0408 335559 <greg@heating
andcooling.com.au>; Sec: Phillip Campbell; Trs:
Richard Carstairs 0409 066860 <rcarstairs@
optushome.com.au>; SSO: Rohan Holtkamp
0408 678734 <rohan@dynamicflight.com.
au>; Site Committee Chairperson: Steve
Norman; Committee: James Wynd, Will
Faulkner. Meetings: Last Sat/month, The
Golden Age Hotel, Beaufort, 7pm.

Western Australia

<dynasoarers@gmail.com>; Pres: Peter
Hannah; SSO: Rob van der Klooster 0408
335559, Jan Bennewitz 0423 139923.
Meetings: 1st Fri/month, venue see [www.
dynasoarers.vhpa.org.au].

Albany Hang Gliding & Paragliding Club

Melbourne Hang Gliding Club Inc.

Secretary, 12 Hillside Crs, Maylands WA
6051. Pres/SSO: Rod Merigan 0439 967971
<rmerigan@paraglidewesternaustralia.com.
au>; V-Pres/SO: Gabriel Bressan <gabebres@
yahoo.com.au>; Sec/Trs: Colin Brown
0407 700378 <cobrown@bigpond.com>.
Meetings: Last Tues/month, 7:30pm, Osborne
Park Bowling Club, Park St, Tuart Hill.

PO Box 5278, South Melbourne VIC 3205
[www.mhgc.asn.au]. Pres: Dave Moore 0432
152101 < dave.moore04@googlemail.
com>; Sec: Johannes Straub; Trs: Noel Bear
0425 801813 <Treasurer@mhgc.asn.au>;
SSO: Glenn Bachelor; Committee: Pete Cass,
Neale Halsall & Glenn Bachelor. Meetings: 3rd
Wed/month, Tower Hotel, 686 Burwood Rd,
Hawthorn East VIC 3123.

North East Victoria Hang Gliding Club

Pres: ; Sec: Kieran Schultz 0468 941652
<kdmschultz@hotmail.com>; Trs: Jon
Seltin; Committee: Bill Oates, Bill Brooks,
Alex Morgan, John Seltin; SSO: Karl Texler
0428 385144; Meetings: [nevhgc-membersforum@googlegroups.com].

Skyhigh Paragliding Club

[www.skyhighparagliding.org].
Pres:
Chris Noye <pres@skyhighparagliding.
org.au>; V-Pres: Matthew Hall <vp@
skyhighparagliding.org.au>; Trs: Matthew
Gruba <tres@skyhighparagliding.org.au>;
Sec: Peter Sapiej <sec@skyhighparagliding.
org.au>; M’ship: Paul Larkin <mem@
skyhighparagliding.org.au>; Nov Rep: Lane
Delany <nov@skyhighparagliding.org.
au>; Site Dev: Adam Young; Web: Romann
Kudinoff <wm@skyhighparagliding.org.
au>; Merch: Javier Rebage <merchrep@
skyhighparagliding.org.au>; SSO: Matthew
Hall 0418 517407. Meetings: 1st Wed/month
7:30pm Retreat Hotel, 226 Nicholson St,
Abbotsford. No meeting in Nov or Jan.

Southern Microlight Club Inc.

[www.southernmicrolightclub.com.au]
Pres: Tony Batson <president@southernmicro
lightclub.com.au>; Sec: Steve Bell <secretary
@southernmicrolightclub.com.au>; Trs:
George Vassis <treasurer@southernmicrolight
club.com.au>; Newsletter: Trevor Lane <trevor
@teknological.com.au>; Web: Steve Bell
<webmaster@southernmicrolightclub.com.au>.

SSO: Simon Shuttleworth 0427 950556;
Sec: John Middleweek 08 98412096, fax:
08 98412096.

Cloudbase Paragliding Club Inc.

Goldfields Dust Devils Inc.

[www.dustdevils.itaustralia.org]. Pres/SSO
Kalgoorlie: Murray Wood <muzel71@bigpond.
net.au>, 0427 328638; Trs: Phil Clarkson <phil.
clarkson@hotmail.com.au>, 0405 144475;
Sec: Duncan Dekoning <chickendekoning@
hotmail.com>. SSO Perth: Mark Stokoe
<wrx2002@iinet.net.au>, 0414 932461.

Hill Flyers Club Inc.

<hillflyers@tpg.com.au>. Pres/SSO: Rick
Williams 0427 057961; Sec/SSO: Gary
Bennet 0412 611680; SSO: Gavin Nicholls
0417 690386, Mike Ipkendanz 08 92551397,
Dave Longman 08 93859469. Meetings held
on site during club fly-ins at York, Toodyay.

WA Sky Pirates (PPG)

Pres: Mark Wild <mwild@gastech.com.au>
0411 423923; Trs: Mark Hayton <mark.
hayton@riotinto.com> 0439 513465;
Sec: Kevin Hatten <kevinhatten@bigpond.
com> 0419 845509; SSOs: Mark Wild 0411
423923, Gordon McCabe 0407 776462.

Western Microlight Club Inc.

Pres: Brian Watts 0407 552362; V-Pres:
Keith Mell 08 97971269; Sec: Paul Coffey
0428 504285; CFI: Brendan Watts: 0408
949004.

Western Soarers

PO Box 483, Mt Hawthorn WA 6915; [www.
westernsoarers.com]. Pres: Michael Duffy
<wshgc@hgfa.asn.au>; V-Pres: Jason
Kath <jkath@bigpond.net.au>; Sec: Cyril
Eliopulos <wshgc@hgfa.asn.au>; Trs:
Greg Lowry <g.lowry@iinet.net.au>; SSOs:
Shaun Wallace, Gavin Nicholls, Matty Coull,
Rick Williams, Michael Duffy. Meetings:
See [http://au.groups.yahoo.com/group/
western_soarers/].
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Schools & Maintenance

New South Wales

New South Wales

Queensland

Victoria

Poliglide Paragliding
Specialising in
Motorised Paragliding since 2001
➲ SIV, towing, confidence building specialist.
➲ HG to PG conversions.
➲	Sales and service of paragliding and motorised
paragliding equipment.
➲	Sport and Exercise Science trained.

Importer of Swing
gliders since 1999

Rainbow Paragliding•APCO Australia
Offering the full range of APCO equipment
APCO Aviation three years/250 hours warranty
for porosity. Gliders that are made to last unique
in the industry. Customer service and 100% satisfaction
guarantee. Test centre for APCO gliders

FreshBreeze motors Crispi Boots
since 2001
since 2001

<shop@paraglidingrainbow.com>

Reseller of Bräuniger & Icom

www.poliglide.com.au

0428 666 843
PARAGLIDING CENTRE

Andrew Polidano CFI

Western Australia
Australia Wide Services
Certified Paraglider
Repairer
Testing & Repairs

Professional Paragliding
➲
➲
➲
➲
➲
➲

Tandem Introductory Flights
Paragliding Courses and Certifications
Pilot Development Clinics
Free Introduction course
Tandem Endorsements
Sales and Service

Dealer for Swing Icom Bräuniger Icaro
Adventure Plus Paragliding Pty Ltd
Stanwell Park, Sydney Ph: 0412271404
<fly@adventureplusparagliding.com.au>
[www.adventureplusparagliding.com.au]

We are based in Bright, NE Victoria, widely renowned as
Australia’s best flying region. Bright has been host to
numerous Australian & international competitions.
Feel confident that you are learning with the best,
our CFI Fred Gungl (six times Australian Paragliding
Champion) has been involved in paragliding since 1990 &
instructing for over 10 years.

Courses

➲ Comprehensive testing
and repairs to all
paragliders
➲ Fully equipped service and
repair agents for: Advance,
Aerodyne, Airwave, Bio-Air, Gin, Gradient, Mac Para,
Niviuk, Nova, Ozone, Paratech, Sky, Skywalk, Swing,
UP
➲ Full written report
➲ Harness repair and modifications
➲ Certified Australasian Gradient Repair Centre
➲ Parachute repacking
➲ Orders taken from anywhere in Australia, New
Zealand and Asia
➲ Prompt turnaround

➲
➲
➲
➲
➲
➲

Introductory & HGFA licence course
Thermal & XC clinics for all levels
SIV courses
Tow courses
XC tandem flights
Equipment Sales

We are now conducting SIV courses.

➲ E stablished since 1996, Rainbow Paragliding is based
on the Sunshine Coast and Hinterland. The school
has access to 25 sites and holds a permit to operate
in the Cooloola National Park including Teewah and
world famous Rainbow Beach. In the Sunshine State,
we fly all year round, 60km cross-country flights
have been achieved in winter!
➲ FULL LICENCE COURSE – Strictly only four students per
instructor, for quality personalised tuition at your
own pace, between eight to 10 days.
➲ REFRESHER COURSE – Groundhandling, top landing or
asymmetric recovery techniques: Come learn with the
experts.
➲ INTERMEDIATE, ADVANCED, TANDEM OR PARAMOTOR
ENDORSEMENT – We have the sites, the weather and
the knowledge.
➲ SALES AND SERVICES – New and second-hand, tradein, maintenance and repairs.
➲ YOUR INSTRUCTORS: Jean-Luc Lejaille, CFI and senior
safety officer, paramotor pioneer (first licence issue
in Australia), over 5000 student days’ experience,
instructing since 1995.

See website for details.
Dealer for all major glider manufacturers, Charly reserves,
Insider helmets & various accessories.

Jean-Luc Lejaille CFI 45192
Rainbow Paragliding – APCO Australia

Active Flight
Fred Gungl, ph: 0428 854455
[www.activeflight.com.au]

Ph: 07 5486 3048 – 0418 754 157
Email: <info@paraglidingrainbow.com>
[www.paraglidingrainbow.com]

PO BOX 227, Rainbow Beach 4581

Queensland

Located only one hour north of Brisbane, SEQ Paragliding
is the most active paragliding school in QLD, spending
more days on site teaching than anyone else. Utilising
both hill and tow launching, with sites both inland and
coastal, gives us the widest range of usable weather
and our student a very well rounded set of flying skills.
We offer a number of services:
➲➲ Tandem paragliding experiences
➲➲ 3 day intro to paragliding course
➲➲ Full learn to paraglide course
➲➲ Paragliding refresher course
➲➲ Tow endorsement course
➲➲ Learn to thermal course
➲➲ SIV skills development course
➲➲ Acro training sessions
We only use and sell top quality
high performance equipment.
For supply of all your flying needs and accessories
check out our website:

[www.SEQParagliding.com] or
Email <fly@SEQParagliding.com>
Ph: 0417 619 167

Canungra Sky Sports
Gold Coast

[www.canungraskysports.com.au]
Hang gliding & Paragliding School
CFI: Lisa Bradley PG & HG

Contact:

<info@canungraskysports.com.au>
Phone: 0457 287 200

+

Capricorn Sky Sports
Rockhampton
Hang gliding & Paragliding School
CFI: Lisa Bradley PG & HG

Contact:

<lisa@extremeair.co.nz>
Phone: 0457 287 200
Paragliding Repair Centre
93 Princess Ave, Torndirrup, Albany WA 6330

Mob: 0417 776550
Email: <fly@waparagliding.com>
Web: [www.waparagliding.com]

EN-A cross-country
Photo: Phil Hystek
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Classifieds

Classifieds are free of charge to HGFA members up to a maximum of 40 words. One classified per person per issue will
be accepted. Classifieds are to be delivered to the HGFA office for membership verification/payment by email <office@hgfa.
asn.au>, fax: 03 93367177 or post: 4c/60 Keilor Park Drive, Keilor Park VIC 3042. The deadline is the 1st of the month, one
month prior to publication date. Submitted classifieds will run for one issue. For consecutive publication, re-submission of the
classified must be made, no advance bookings. When submitting a classified, remember to include your contact details (for
prospective buyers), your HGFA membership number (for verification) and the State under which you would like the classified
placed. (Note that the above does not apply to commercial operators. Instructors may place multiple classified entries, but
will be charged at usual advertising rates.)

Advertising Guidelines

All aircraft should be suitable for the intended use; this includes the skill level required for the specific aircraft being
reflective of the pilot’s actual rating and experience. All members must adhere to the maintenance requirements as
contained in Section 9 of the Operations Manual and as provided by manufacturers. Secondhand equipment should
always be inspected by an independent person, an Instructor wherever possible. Advice should be sought as to the
condition, airworthiness and suitability of the aircraft. It should include examination of maintenance logs for the
aircraft. It is unethical and a legally volatile situation for individuals to provide aircraft which are unsuitable for the
skill level of the pilot, or aircraft that are unairworthy in any way.

Hang Gliders & Equipment

General Classifieds

AIR Atos VR, rigid wing HG, 2005, sail white with blue stripe
in US, new wires end 2013, brand new sail (1 hr), full carbon
A-frame. Some professional repair to spar – $13,000 ono,
located in Melbourne, VIC. Contact: Johannes & 0449 866513
or <j.straub@gmx.net>.
Airborne C4 14 in excellent near new condition. Fantastic
thermalling glider with genuinely less than 60 flying hrs.
Sail is still crisp. Streamline A-frame with FAST basebar.
UV resistant white sail with blue & fluoro green stripe
US. Regretful sale – $3200 firm. Contact: Gabriel & 0407
544511 (Melbourne) or <gabriel.toniolo@hotmail.com>.
Litespeed 4s only 120 hrs, in very good condition, purple &
yellow, very nice looking glider, all carbon inside – $4800,
spare DT, three bags. Contact: Rob & 0418 975892.
Litespeed RS4, only 5 hrs airtime, as new – $6900. For further
info please contact: Mark & 07 5491 8101 (evenings).

Paragliders & Equipment

Up Makalu3 Medium, with backpack, Rittmar harness &
Bräuniger IQ-Alto. Ready to fly package, suit new buyer
(new 3/2014), two hrs airtime. Perfect gear for any pilot
looking for something that’s fun to fly, forgiving & with ample
performance – $3,300. Contact: Brian & 0449 673963 (NSW).

Microlights & Equipment

Airborne Wizard 11 Wing, red, white & black, 400 hrs – $2500.
Located at Airborne Newcastle. Contact: & 0428 664657.

Kangook.com

The latest range of Kangook paramotors, Dudek Reflex
paragliders, trikes, flight decks, spares & your reserve
parachute equipment all on our website for your inspection
with prices. Contact: Ron & 0403 975041.

Concertina Bag

PARA SUPPLY/Cocoon3 concertina bag, PARA SUPPLY/Cocoon3
concertina bag, PARA SUPPLY/Cocoon3 concertina bag, PARA
SUPPLY/Cocoon3 concertina bag, [www.parasupply.com].

Press To Talk System

PARA SUPPLY/PTT sys, PARA SUPPLY/PTT sys, PARA SUPPLY/
PTT sys, PARA SUPPLY/PTT sys, PARA SUPPLY/PTT sys, PARA
SUPPLY/PTT sys, [www.parasupply.com].

Microlight Trailer, good condition, no rego. $800. Contact:

& 0428 664 657.

Advertising Index – December ’14 | January ’15

Daniel Wilson groundhandling at
Don Heads, TAS, under a rising moon
Photo: David Luttrell
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Airborne Windsports
Canungra Skysports – Learn To Fly
CASA – Close Call
Cross Country Magazine
Gin – Carrera
HGFA Document Map System
HGFA Visiting Pilots Membership
Manilla Paragliding – Ascent
Manilla Paragliding – Axess 3
Manilla Paragliding – Flying Accessories
Manilla Paragliding – Sigma 9
Moyes Gliders – 1

BC
37
35
41
7
33
33
5
13
39
21
IFC

Moyes Gliders – 2
Natalie’s Travel Insurance
Niviuk Sydney
OneSmallPlanet – Ozone
Paragliding Headquarters – Gradient
Paragliding Queensland – Europe Tour 2015
SEQ Paragliding
SIV & Acro Courses
Skymec Paramotors
Warren Windsports
WM/Rotax Maintenance Endorsements
WM/Rotax Maintenance Courses

11
5
35
27
23
3
15
IBC
19
31
35
33
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